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FOREWORD

This service bulletin The Teachingof Individualized Rtagmaoll
Madison Public Schools, has been prepared by the committee of Madison
teachers listed below. This bulletin is submitted to teachers for use
and critical evaluation. I am sure you will find many refreshing ideas
and an abundance of source materials to aid you in helping our children
grow in their ability to read and in their appreciation of literature.
A modern reading and literature program recognizes its responsibility
for making reading at any level a satisfying experience, one for which
the child has been adequately prepared, and within which skills and
appreciation have a maximum chance for development. The primary
responsibility of the elementary school is to teach children to read,
since reading is a necessary tool for all learning. Children are helped
through literature to develop a sensitivity to ideas and ideals and to
their own heritage. Children may develop a lasting enjoyment of litera-
ture If it is taught correctly. Our success in teaching the total
language arts will be determined by how well we are able to develop in
children the ability to read and listen intelligently and critically,
and to speak and write clearly, accurately, and effectively.

The teacher-librarian role is vital to an individualized reading
program. Each must plan carefully, keep adequate records, continually
evaluate the program, be creative and flexible. Skills must be taught
in sequence as suggested in Madison publications, but for the mature
student their development should be practiced in enrichment reading.
This bulletin has been prepared in order to give ideas with which some
Madison teachers have used the individualized approach to reading.

We are grateful to all members of the staff who contributed to this
service bulletin.

ROBERT D. GILBERTS
Superintendent

INDIVIDUALIZED READING IN THE MADISON PUBLIC SCHOOLS

READING COMMITTEE
* Mrs. Karen Gasper, Chairman
* Effie Bark

Thomas Eckstein
Hada Ellinger

* Ellen Hanson

Norma Jothen
Carol Lettner
Mrs. Brenda Pfaehler

GRADES 3-6

Mrs. Florence Ryan

Elizabeth Seiler
Marvel Stark
Janice Van Sant

CONSULTANTS
Arthur H. Mennes
Ken Taylor

* Members of the committee who prepared this guide.



PREFACE

Madison public schools have always given highest priority to effec-

tive reading instruction. Reading is a complex process, and readiness

for reading varies according to the background and maturity of the
individual child.

On a voluntary basis many teachers in the Madison schools have been
experimenting with various approaches to enrichment reading. As a result

of these efforts, an effective individualized reading program is reported
in this service bulletin for grades three through six.

The Madison point of view in reading has been well stated in the new

guide I.LLLIIfReac..aIinandLitert.ure. The following generalizations can

be made for individualized reading:

1. In the Madison point of view there are eight major divisions

of the language arts: developmental reading, literature,

listening, speaking, gra.imar and usage, writing, spelling and

handwriting. The eight divisions are taught as situations
arise; they are correlated with various units, or they are
taught directly.

2. Reading is a highly complex mental process by which children
get thoughts from printed symbols. Growth in reading is

related to the physical, mental, emotional, and social
development of the child. Many and varied experiences help
to lay the foundation for learning to read. Thus reading

and literature contribute to the wholesome all-around
development of a child.

3. The reading skills must be learned in sequence. A child

progresses from one reading level to the next in an orderly

pattern at his own rate.

4. The individualized reading approach should not be intro-

duced before the third grade and then only after the basic
reading program. As suggested in the guide Teaching Reading,

and Literature, this would be a second semester program for
the more capable and mature students who have mastered the
basic sequential reading program.

5. Many suggested enrichment readings are also listed in A Liter-

ary Heritage for Madison Children, and Guide to Teaching

Reading and Literature K-6. The committee recommends
enrichment reading of distinguished books as listed in our

previous publications.

6. The school librarian becomes an important partner with 'the

teacher and pupil in an individualized reading program.

We extend our thanks to the committee, consultants and all teachers
who assisted in the preparation of this service bulletin.

ARTHUR H. MENNES
Director, Curriculum Development



1. THE MADISON POINT OF VIEW

Reading

WHAT IS READING?

most

has been defined in many different ways. Perhaps,

the most common definition, and one with which most educators agree,
js,that,reading is.a process of ,securJng_the author's meaning from

:the printed or written page.and reacting to it. Reading is a complex

process which Involves the physical, intellectual, and emotional

aspects of one's being. ,it'ls,not.a:single.kill,but rather,a

group of many,inter-related. skills which _must be applied siMul-
,

taneously.,

-These skills area part of the larger area of communication

skills, and are closely related to those abilities necessary for

effective listening and for oral and written expression. Reading

is more-than the ability-to recognize, pronounce,-and state the

meaning ofTwinted words. jit is:even more than selecting the
main ideas in paragraphs or stories. In its highest state

reading-is the ability not only to-comprehend the ideas presented

,by an author, but also to interpret them and integrate them with

previous experiences. A child doeS,not learn, to read in one

year nor in six. The process of learning to read effectively

should continue, throughout a lifetime.

WHAT IS )NDiVIOUALIZED READING?

=1.=1.1~/~matormen

. _ ; ( ,

Individualized reading is a prOgram adjuSted to the child.

The teacher has,the,opportunit0o,work with one_child, a small

group, or an entire class. This approach provides opportUnities

for each child to progress at his own rate of groWth and to gain

experience in a variety of reading sjtuations-,

WHATiS, THE MADISON 6:1iLosop6t OF; TEACHING INDOIDUALIZED READING?

IMMINIIM10.01101111INMENIMIONYOMIP.....011111 NdIMI1101111Me

Experiments wIth inclivid'uplized'repding have been tried in

several schools. It is our belief that in grades one and two the
method of the basic reading series as used In the Madison schools
is superior to the teaching of individualized reading at this

level. Teachers at these levels, however, should use many of the

techniques suggested in this bulletin to encourage their students

to read for breadth and depth. Many helps for reading suggestions

at this level can also be found in the Madison publications,

ILJAILIEL112aslisaITAILterature and A Literary Heritage.
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The individualized reading approach in grades three to six
has certain advantages which are stated in this bulletin. At the
present time It does not seem to be practicable to use an'indivi-
dualized reading program with all children. The extreme difficulties
of organization and planning, of being thoroughly acquainted with
all.of the materials being used by children, of be.,ng aware of each
child's needs and limitations and providing for .them, make this a
method to be used only by very competent, experienced teachers of
reading.

The most effective teaching of indiVidualized reading' demands
the skillful use of a,variety of 'methods and ,classroom protedUreu
The teacher of,such a'program must Orovide for many techniquet of
word-recognition, including their phonetic and structural analysis,
coMprehension and thinking skills, work-study skillt, and advanced
interpretive skills. In order to develop these skills 'In-sequence,
the teacher should refer to the Madison Guide to 1:2101a4tIlull
and Literature.

NINIMIN=MMIMIIIIIIIMMIN01011111111=11.0

TEACHER'S RESPONSIBILITY'IN'INDIVIDUAL1ZED READING'.

The Madison point of view in the teaching.of individualized
reading encourages' the' teacher to:

. promote maximum amount of growth in reading.
. be familiar with skills and have presentation techniques
at her command.

. have the same defined formal skill approach program as
one using the basal- reading program.

. begin Itis approach not before third _grade because, these__
children are less mature, less independent, and less'
capable of self-direction and self-telection.4

. use this approach principally with the more capable and
mature-students.

possess a broad experience in using the basirreading'
program before initiating the individualized approach.

. define the purposes and advantages of teaching indivi-
-dualized reading and _feel comfortable about Lt. .

...Use the basal reading program as defined in The Madison
Guide to Teach fn Readin and 'Literature untif'the
teacher feels she knows herstudents_and
-ready for this approach., In many instances tlis would
be a 'second semester probram.' ,)
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HOW MAY THIS BULLETIN BE USED?,
tN11/...

As you read the Madisbn Point of View about the_ -teaching of
individualized reading: ;

Become familiar with the values of an individualized
reading program.

.:Decide from ,information included In this b,uflet,in

whether this method of teaching reading ,appeals:,-to ;you
and would be beneficial for your class.

. Determine ;areas 'where teachers. and Jibrari!ans, can: work

more closely together to-,proxi,de a better reading: program
for the 7 ,

Become fami !tar ;wit.) the chi. I,drents annotated book I ist,

(found on pages 48 to 74) the reading,meeds.And interests
of-thei r thi Wren may _be better-met., ; ,-; i;;-
Use this bu. I I:eti n as -a . resource; aid, s i,nce :it prov,i des

many, techni:ques Sand procedures that-have :been, :ef fectivel y

used by some _Madison ,teachers.,!,
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II. VALUES WAN. INDIVIDUALIZED READING PROGRAM

The primary goal of any reading'program is to hip each
Andtvidual develop Into a .skiflful ceader.who will have a vital
and lasting interest in reading. Since the development of reading
is a personal experience; it is felt that the individualized

program, which takes into consideration each child's attitudes,
interests and growth, is an effective approach to the teaching of
reading.

Listed belcw.are favorable conditions -that occur when, indi-

vidUali-zed 'reading i's, used. In the intermediate grades:

The child bebdmes personally involved-in reading, and,
beCause of grdup, tnterest.increases.:;_

The child is not competing against-others in his class,

' but instead' is able tO.progresS at his .own pace to overcome

his deficiencies.- : -
The child tendS to enjoy' reading more ,becausehe is reading

matertal that personally interests
-During'regutarTe6ding:conferences, the.teaut;er, and pupil

are able to have close contect_wilh'each other.: This.

contact especially meets the child's psychological needs,
for he feels the teacher is interested in him as an indi-

vidual as well as In what he is reading. Responding to

the teacher's encouragement, he reads considerably more.

. The child develops more self-respect since reading diffi-
culties become a private affair between the teacher and
the individual child. The slow learner, therefore, Is

not publicly stigmatized.

. The child develops more self-confidence, since he is
actively involved and responsible for his actions.

. The child fosters positive feelings toward himself enabling
him to accomplish his best thinking and learning.'

. The child realizes the value of reading skill development
since he is taught the skill he needs when he needs-them.
More class time is spent actually reading; therefore,
with the result that each child is exposed to more words
through context.

. Since the child's needs and abilities are continually
changing, he has the opportunity to explore through
reading many fields which meet these changes.

. The child has the opportunity to evaluate his strengths,
weaknesses, likes, dislikes, and wishes by himself or

with his teacher.



III. READING MATERIALS FOR INDIVIDUALIZED READING

5.

Of major importance in beginning a program of individualized
reading is the type and quality of reading materials to be used.
When locating materials, it is good to keep in mind that there
should be a minimum of three difftrent titles per child. To include
the abilities of all the children using the program, these materials
should oe of reading levels which encompass one or two grades below
the group you are working with and two or three grades-above it.

The choice of materials depends not only on the children's
reading levels but also upon their interests and personality needs.
Interest areas can include subject material in:

animals science poetry humor
research folklore war sports
music biography mystery history

These subject areas should be found not only in library books,
basal texts, and supplementary readers, but also in magazines,
pamphlets, brochures, teacher-made, and pupil-made materials and
newspapers.

The teacher should be concerned about the quality of the reading
material that is selected. Not only must it be on subjects that are
important to the children, but it should be written in a style which
encourages language development. Included in this guide is a book
list which categorizes material according to grade level and special
interests. This list should make the task of selecting books
relatively simple.

Supplying the classroom with materials is not difficult if the
teacher, librarian, and pupils work together in: locating them.
The library is the most obvious place to begin. Also, children
themselves can bring books from home after they realize the standards
for book selection.

Once the materials have been collected, they should be arranged
attractively on shelves throughout the room. Research has proved
it is best to arrange the books according to subiect areas. -They
should not be ability grouped, since this arrangement might
penalize some children. Children should be able to get to the
book areas easily and make their choices without crowding one
another. Eye-catching exhibits of books in the classroom are an
aid in interesting and attracting children to the books.

Selecting books is a continuing process when using -the indi-
vidualized reading program. Teachers should add new material to
the collection and remove the materials that no, longer appeal to
the children as their interests expand and their reading ability
grows.
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IY. ORGANIZING THE INDIVIDUALIZED READING PROGRAM

A. 1.....2LnafaPrelirrnin

Before initiating the individualized reading program, the teacher
must know her pupils thoroughly: their abilities, needs, interests,
personality traits, peer-relationships, reading levels, ability to
work independently, and their attention span.

In planning the classroom environment the teacher should:

. Obtain suitai.Ie reading materials for the children's use.

. Arrange a storage place for the books.

. Arrange an area where the teacher can meet with small
groups or individuals.

. Provide a reading table and chairs for small-group work,
near a chalkboard if possible.

. Arrange bulletin board displays that will stimulate interest
in ramOng:

An individualized program is a flexible one._ The teacher must
be constantly aware of the individual's changing needs and provide
for them during the reading periods. Time should be allotted by the
teacher to provide for these reading experiences which help fulfill
long range reading goals:

. Children 'should be able to make their own choice of
- reading material through the guided self-selection-
.methOd. See pages 9 and 10.

. Individual reading conferences between the teacher:and
the pupil should be held.

. Individuals and small groups should work on independent
activities.

. Small.group or class sharingand discussions should take
place.

. Children should be working with the teacher or independently
to develop skills.

. Since this program varies from the basal reading program, parents
should receive an explanation of individualized reading through a

conference, a letter, or a group meeting. With 'this explanation,

the parents will be better able to understand how to help.and
encourage theirchild. Informed parents can be strong supporters
of this program.

B.

. There Is no' best way fora teacher to begin a program of indi-
vidualized reading. This program is based on a way of thinking that
involves new concepts of class organizal* and instructional tech-
niques. The whole class can be involved with the program from the
start ore part of the class utilizing one or two basic reading
groups can be the initiators.
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Several possible ways to initiate the program are:

. Begin the program by allowing the children to read in
their basic textbooks at their own pace. When a child
finishes the textbook, he is free to choose his next book
from a classroom selection of books already chosen by the
teacher and librarian.

Begin by allowing self-selection of supplementary books.
The children read in their basic series; yet they are also
able to select supplementary readers from a classroom
collection. When they become familiar with this procedure,
they are allowed to substitute books of their own selection
for the basic readers they have been using.

. Begin the program directly. This approach is especially
recommended for children in the fourth through sixth

'grades where children have well-established reading skills
and can work independently. These children are allowed to
make their selections from books being displayed in the
room. As soon as they have chosen their books, they may
beg:n reading m.

In all'three approaches, the first few days should be devoted
primailly to the exploration of books. Other organizational pro-
cedures In the program should be worked out slowly from day to
dal with the children. Planning and evaluation sessions must be
held often until the children become accustomed to individualized
reading are aware of their responsibilities, and realize how the
prograrvaries from the basic reading program.

Areas that should be discussed wi+h the children and worked
out slowly are:

. How to select books appropriate for individual needs.
4 The importance of reading independently and not waiting

to be told when fo read.
. Suggestions and use of independent activities.
. The value of independent activities.
. When and why children will be working in groups.
. The purpose and types of activity children can expect to
find in conferences.

. How to keep records.

The purpose of records.

The teacher should discuss with the children how the daily
reading period will be divided into segments which will .include:

. Daily teacher-class planning (5 - 10 minutes).

. Silent reading in a quiet relaxed atmosphere (30 - 40
minutes).

I ndependent activities '- individual or group work
(10 - 15 minutes).

Teacher-child conferences which are held during the
silent reading and activity period.
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C. Role of the Teacher

ln,usng the individualized approach to reading, the teacher

really has many Mies: that-of guide, consultant, and stimulator.

Listed below are many of the teacher's important responsibilities:

. The. teacher should encourage, each child to take as much

_responsibility in the program as he is capable of assuming.

. The teacher must know what, the reading skilts are, especial ly

at her grade:level, and how to present them effectively.

The teacher. should know wh'at appropriate materials are

avai 1 abift, for developing s k i l l s. . .

The teacher_shou ld, provide time and- opportunities daily for

skill development. ,

The teacher must know where toi,f Ind mater is 1 s in:A:order to

provide.-,-for a- -variety of reading materials in the classroom.

..The teacher must: be aware-:. of Individual as ,well as group,

_needs and interests.-

. The "eacher shou 1 d be ab I e to develop ,her; pup 1 is' i nterests,

attitudes, and tastes.
.,The ,teacher, can offer' gutdnce in the selection, of readi ng

. .

! material s.

The teacher ishoud prepare her chi idren to select ,Thefr

. own boojcs which wi II ,be- appropriate Jo2theIr

. needs and purposes. A _ :1; i
The, teacher, should keep, records of pupi t_progres-s anCOec-

dotal. records of the ch d7s. growth. in attitydeS, interests

and skills.

t

D. Role of the Children
'4 t

"-"41".

Ind iv tdua -espons i 1 ty:; ls one goal, of the Ind iv dua I I zed

reading program( For many, children this is as s:loW process, but,

with encouragement and guidance, a. child can achieve growth' in thts

area.
,

-,

Listed below. are responsibilities that, children gradually assume

as' they become, involved,An,the program;

. The child selects the maters al he wi shes to. -read. and share

with other ciass members. . ,,
The child reads his selected book at his own 'rate.

. ..The chi id-rdeci des when and how he wants to, present or
report. on ,'the mater I a 1 he has read. , , .,

. The child keeps a list of new and difficult words-and IS

responstble.Jor looking-up,the words prgett!99 help with

-then) Ft-Jlecessary.1 .
. The child 'at times selects "new" woeds he:wi,shes,t6 share

with a!smaltAroup or. the class*,

. The child can keep an account of, the books ,he has read.

ivencouraged, wit4 .the Ieacher!s,,approva 1, to

bring books from, home that the class, can.- read.
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E. Role of the Librarian

A teacher who is familiar with books can better guide the student
in the selection of main ideas from the reading materials. If she

is not familiar with the book, she can motivate the child to purpose-
fully inform her about the book. There are many general questions

that can be asked.

However, the librarian can be the key person in exposing the
children to the books from which the self-selection will be made.
She uses the same criteria as that for judging a great book (see
page 1()). With this in mind the librarian actually selects books
in the subject areas in which the children are reading. After the
selection the librarian presents them to the reading class in the
library.

In presenting the books to the class, the librarian should
introduce the children to the range of possibilities within the .

selection she has made.

The librarian should also present book talks to inform the
teacher. She should help teachers become aware of new materials in
special interest areas.

The librarian has a responsibility in the conference when
necessary. Many conferences may need to be carried over from the.
teacher to the librarian. There are times when the librarian should
actually be present during the teacher-child conference in the class-
room. Although the librarian needs fewer formal conferences with.
the children to determine their reading experiences and needs, she,
too, should be careful to ask leading questions, not questions that
can be answered with a "yes" or "no".

The librarian should keep a brief file of class organization.
Each teacher will probably have a routine and approach as well as a
sequence which works best for her. It might be helpful to make a

note of this organization on the seating chart for the library class.

Individualized reading provides a great opportunity for co-oper-

ative work between the librarian and teacher. Many of the creative
activities may be started in the reading class and carried over to
the library period and vice-versa. In the child's record of this
bulletin, it is noted that, "Library and classroom assignments,
notes and records should be kept together in the child's reading
folder." The folder and its design may be a library activity.
If need be, it may be completed in the classroom. This folder will

be utilized by the librarian as wells the teacher and child.

F. Self-selection Theory

There are some children who possess a natural ability-for self-
selection of reading materials, but there is still a great need for
guidance in self-selection criteria to be given by the teacher and

librarian. Through guidance, the child will become more aware of



,
his own interests and will extend them, in time he will become more

competent and efficient in his own choice of reading. This is one of

the greatest advantages of individualized reading above and beyond a

limited skill-growth program. Although in studies which have and

are being made, there are no criteria for testing and measuring

this Interest development. This growth should not be overlooked

as an educator's objective.

The self-selection theory which is a vital part of this program

states that the child has the responsibility for choosing what to

read. When given this freedom he can choose what interests him.

A gifted child will probably choose a book that challenges him; the

slow child will feel satisfied in selecting material that is suited

for him.

The child selects a book with the understanding that he will

finish it-unless the choice proves to be a poor one for his needs.

When he finishes his book, he selects another one by himself or

with some teacher guidance. If he does not complete the book that

he has chosen, he discusses the situation with his teacher before

he selects another one..

The teacher's role shifts in helping with the selection of books

as she works with each child. The librarian can also be of great

value at this time. Some children begin the reading program needing

direct guidance; later they can move to complete self-selection.

Standards for choosing worthwhile books are the same as for

great books. The points may be used as a guide:

The book is well written.

. The characters are timeless and will never be outdated.

. The author is revealing something significant about human

experience, be it good or bad.

This-three point guide can be presented and geared to even the third

grade, 'using a great deal of discussion and guidance by the teacher and

librarian. In an over-all reading program, a child can use this guide

-independently as his own personal criteria by_the end of the sixth

grade.

The child may use this guide for selecting a book on fhis. own

reading level:

There are not more than three unfamiliar words on a page.

Read a paragraph. Close the book. Put the main, idea or

ideas into your own words.

If both points are covered, the book is usually on his reading level.
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G. Conferences

Frequent individual conferences are essential at all grade levels.
During these conferences a close personal relationship between the
teacher and pupil can develop. These conferences can provide
children with the encouragement and help they need in improving their
reading. The teacher should point out areas where the child has

been successful in reading and also plan additional experiences to
promote his reading development.

When a child leaves a conference, he should feel that he has

received help and that he has a specific job to do. He should have a

reason to read further in his book, is willing to be helped in the

selection of his next book, can do an assignment on reading skills,
and may now have a definite idea for a book report.

Objectives of Individual Conferences

. To help the teacher and child understand the child's reading
ability and potential.

. To help the teacher become aware of each child's interests
and attitudes.

. To help the teacher diagnose each child's reading needs so
that she can better help the child.

. To help each child become a more confident reader.

. To help each child develop a pleasant attitude toward reading.

. To help each child develop good study habits.

Timing the Conference

The average time length-for conferences is about ten minutes,

but should vary according to the needs of the pupil. The frequency

with which the teacher meets with the child depends partly on the
class size and on the child's maturity. Some children may need

to meet with the teacher for a short conference every day, while
others need meet only once a week.

Settings for Conferences

The teacher should select a place which allows her to give

needed supervision to other children in the room while she is

working with one child. It is wise to have En extra chair near

the conference area so that the child next in line for a conference

can be reading quietly while waiting his turn. Some teachers prefer

going directly to a student's desk and working with him during the

conference.

Scheduling Individual Conferences

The teacher should have a definite time set aside during the

reading period for conferences. Several ideas for scheduling con-

ferences art, these:
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The teacher lists on the board names of children with whom

she would like to meet.

. The teacher lists several names on the board and permits

the children to add their names if they wish to be included.

. The children sign up on the board under a conference heading

if they feel they are ready for one.

. The children go for conferences on a voluntary basis after

the teacher explains how many children she will have time

to meet with.

Content of Conferences

Each conference should differ since the teacher must take into

consideration the needs of the child. Often the child prepares

himself for the conference by bringing his own questions and problems

with him and then asks the teacher for guidance. At other times

the teacher must set the pace of the conference by having specific

purposes in mind. Some areas to be covered are opportunities for a

child to tell about the story, oral reading, work on specific skills,

help in selecting new reading material, or developing plans for

further work.

Check lists of skills may be used by the teacher to keep a record

of the child's progress in reading. A separate list is kept for each

child and appropriate comments are made on it throughout the program

as the child masters each of the skills,.

Leading questions should be phrased in such a way that a child

can not give a "Yes" or "No" answer.

. Example of'poor. question: The Little White Hen worked

hard, didn't she?

. Example of good question: How do you feel about the Little

White Hen?

The following list of leading questions can be used as a guide by

the teacher when discussing a book with the child during the conference.

1. What was the setting of the story? Where did the action

take place?

2. When did or might this story have happened? ,

3. Thinking of the various characters in the books.what were

some of the personality contrasts that existed?

4. If you were one of the characters, would you have reacted

the .same way?-

5. Which one of the characters did you like best? Which one

did you like least? Why?

6. What was your feeling toward the hero - satisfaction,

admiration, dislike?

7. What feelings did the story arouse In you - suspense,

adventure, humor, love, hatred, happiness?

8. What was the plot of the story? Where was the climax?

9. What were some new ideas you learned from the book?

10. What other kinds of things which the book suggested would

you like to read?

11. What other way would you have ended the story?
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Group and Whole Class Sessions

When children are working by themselves or with their teacher in
small group sessions, these groups should remain organized only until
they have fulfilled their purposes. Times when children can work in
small groups are

. When several children have simi
can solve them together.

. When they can share new vocabul

. When they can read and discuss
child has read.

. When they can work together on
a book they have all read.

lar reading problems and

ary words.
the ideas of a book each

a project that stems from

During whole -class sessions which sometimes precede and sometimes
follow the independent reading, it is often necessary to plan the
sequence of the reading period, to develop, reinforce or extend a skill,
or to share an interesting reading experience.

H.= Independent Activities

Independent activities encourage children to be organizers of their
own time. They should be given the freedom: .

.' to spend some time away from their independent reading
to work on making a report which they wish to share.

. to do projects that stem from their reading.

. to work on developing specific reading skills.

. to bring reading records up to date.

. to read independently at their seats.

Ideas for independent activities that the children could pursue
are included at the end of this bulletin.

I. Sharing_Activities

The teacher with the class should.develop a schedule for deter-
mining when children should report on a book. A child does not need
to share every book he reads.

Some teachers set aside a specified amount of time (from ten to
twenty minutes) on a specific day or days during the week for sharing
time. Others set aside a few minutes at the beginning or end of certain
reading periods for report making.

Children should be given a list of suggested activities for
sharing books that can be adapted to their needs. They should be
encouraged to vary the ways in which they share each book with the
rest of their class.
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V. THE USE OF READING SKILLS IN INDIVIDUALIZED READING

When and how often children work .directly on reading skills in
individualized reading are decisions to be made.by the teacher.

Each child should work on a particular skill when he experienbes
a need for it in his reading. The child will therefore discover the
need for learning the skill at that time. It will not always be neces-
sary to teach every skill to every child.

Skills that should be developed in this program are word meanings,
dictionary skills, word analysis, comprehension, interpretation, and
skills in the selection.of materials for reading. The use of a skill
check list for each child helps the teacher spot-deficiencies. See

pages 23 to 28 for suggested check lists.

Materials that can.be.used to improve skill deficiencies are
the child's present reading book, blackboard.or seat gamesp_worksheets
and workbooks.

Opportunities to develop skills with the children can be,found:

during individual sessions with'the..children.

. during small group sessions based on specific needs that
were found during individual conferences.

. during whole class sessions. when the teacher could
anticipate some skills which the children would: need to

use in their reading.

VI. RECORD KEEPING

Records seive the purposes of:

. pointing out areas where a child is having_ difficulty.
evaluating progress and growth.

Records should be kept simple for both feacher and OUpils. Often

-they can develop their oWn forms and procedures,Jointly.

A. Record Keeping by Teacher

Often teachers' records of children's progress, can be kept in a
loose-leaf notebdok using one page, or a fil.ing card foreach child.

Information to be included in these records are:

. Approximate reading level of the child.

. The date of the conference.

. The title of the;oaterial being read.

. Difficulties he is having.
Specific help and direct teaching that was given.

. Any other important comments.
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Teachers should use their own Judgment as when.making,entries.
At times they can be made in the presence of the child in order to
keep him aware of his own needs and assets. At other times, when
the child might be intimidated; the entry should be made after he
has left; the conference:

In addition to records on each child, many teachers keep records
on each child's skill development.

B. 11229111221D1LIVJEDIJIMI.,

The most important records in which the children are responsible
are bibliographies of the books they have read. They enter this infor-

mation, when, these books ,are chosen and when the books are completed.

These records can be kept, on loose-leaf paper in notebook or on large

cards which are divided into columns ,with headings such as date, author,
publisher, pages, and comments. Children can also use folders or large

envelopes for their reading records.

It is advisable for each child to keep a record of difficult words
he encounters in his reading and which he wouldjike to have in his
permanent vocabulary. These wordsshould beidiscussed during individual

conferences and shared in lively discussions during full class sessions.

Suggestions for sharing activities should be included in the child's

coller;tion.of records., They.w3 1,1 then be able to ,refer to them when

they are ready to prepare a report on the book they have,finished.

Children's records should be utiiized,by. the child, teacher, and

librarian. Library and classroom assignments, notes, and records
should be kept together in the child's,reading folder.

VII. EVALUATION

,

_There should be a continuous.eyaluation of the reading program
and the child's progress, by both. the teacher and thechild., -

Evaluation canbe made by analyzing:

test results.

. the,numberand,variety of bookS the,childrenread..

attitudes of the parents and: chi/dren,toward,the.program.
This-can be measuredbothlinformally andior,through
questionnaires.
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VIII. TEACHING EXPERIENCES*1N INDIVIDUALIZED READING

A. An Ex erience with Individualised Readin in Third Grade

My basal reading program seemed well organized and successful.
However, as weeks passed, I became more aware that reading seemed to

bi only an assigned activity; one which was done the first hour of

each day and then forgotten for the remainderof the day. Most of

the children rTad only those pages that were assigned to them in
their basal reader, did their workbook pages and worksheets, and then
found other interests around the room brat their seats that occupied

their time:

I wanted to'instill a greater desirelor appreciation and Joy of

reading in my dhlidren. I had read several articles about indivi-

dualizcd reading and thought that this'prograth' might satisfy the ,

needs of my children more than the basal reading program:

I discussed my plans w!th my principal who gave me encouragement

and suggested that I organize the program into reading units. These

units would provide the children with a common area for the discussions

and 'sharirig ekperiences we would-have.

To determine what units should be included I gave my children

questionnaires which asked themitto number the sUbject'areas in the

order in' whidh the subjects appealed to them. Includedon-fhe list

were animals, history, adventure;'SportS,.edtende, biography; fairy

tales, and mystery. From the results of this.questionnairo I decided

the units we wouWdover would be fairy talet,-animals, biography,

adventure and mystery.' Each unit"would last' aboUt'a month, depending

on tha children's. enthusiasm,

I also gave the children interest questionnaires that helped me

get to know their likes, dislikes and wishes. Through these I was

able to understand the thildreh's needs and help satisfy them through
their'reading and my personal contacrwiththem.

My slow readers, 1. felt, still heedetrthe structured approach

to reading that the basal reading program offered, so I continued to

meet with these readers in their group. I encouraged independent

reading Once thei,,hacCfinished theiratsighed work; and it was

ourprising how thUCh"they enjoyed thls-reading. They were motivated,

I am Sure,'by-the children 'in theindividualized group.

The individualized program was presented to mytop and middle

reading groups after Christmas vacation in January, 'Both groups had

completed their basal readers and were therefore looking forward to

a new beginning.

The day I presented individualized reading to the class I was

careful to have the program and my intentions well in mind, and I was

prepared for the children's questions. I had discussed my program with

the librarian and had arranged with her to have selected books on fairy

tales and folk lore. These were placed on library tables, which would

allow the children to browse through them before making the:dr selection.
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The children were informed at the beginaing of the reading period
that we were geling to begin an individualized program. We would all

start by reading fairy tales and folk lore and later read in other
interesting areas. I gave each child a fairy tale folder from con-
struction paper whiCh was illustrated with a make - believe animal.

These folders changed each time a new unit was presented. Their
old folder was then taken home so their parents could see their
progress. Inside the folder 1 included ditto sheets on "Suggested
Ways for Sharing Books and Stories", "Books I Have Read", and

"New and interesting Words". The children were thrilled with their
new folders and listened attentively as I explained how each sheet
would be used. I emphasized the need for them to keep their folders
up-to-date. I also stressed that their folders should be kept on
their desks during each reading period so that they would be
regarded as one of their working tools in air reading program.

These folders were brought with, them when they had asonference,
so that reading progress could be viewed and. difficult words could
be discussed.

.We then went to the library where the children selected their
first books. The librarian and I helped children who needed guidance
in making their choice. Each child was permitted to return to the
room and begin reading when he had a book. When I returned to the

room to put the remaining books that were not chosen in our class-
room library, all children wore thorcughly enjoying their books.

As the first week passed, each day we discussed our program
more carefully, and established classroom procedures about where to
keep books brought from home, how to check out books and how to
record reading experiences in their folders. We thought it best
to keep a conference list on our blackboard. When a child thought
he was ready for a conference, he signed his name on the list.

I had index cards for each child; after the conference I would jot

down what had been discussed, where help was given, and what problems
were evident.

Conferences took place at a table in the back of the room.
The children looked forward to the personal contact we ;lad in our

conferences. Many times they came prepared to discuss a particular
problem they were having in their reading. Often I would ask them
questions about their books and give help in interpretation and word

analysis.

We usually began each reading period with, a skill presentation
and a follow-up worksheet. Students kept these worksheets in their

reading folders. When several children were experiencing the same
reading problem, I would work with them together instead of indivi-

dually.

Our weekly schedule was fairly well structured yet could,be
adjusted if the need occured. Monday I held individual conferences;
Tuesday was our sharing day; Wednesday there, were individual conferences;
Thursday was devoted to small group work such as sharing vocabulary
words or phonetic help; Friday the whole class had the Weekly Reader

and phonics work together.
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Each child realized that he had permission to work on a book
report for our Tuesday sharing day for about ten minutes during each
reading period. Most children budgeted their time wisely in their
preparation for sharing day. Several children, who were less mature,
had to be guided during the reading period so that they did not
waste their time.

During our reading units the children often brought recordings

from home that correlated with the.stories they were reading. I also
used films and filmstrips to help motivate the children and present
new reading areas to them.

There was definite, planned teaching in reading skills through-
out this program. The last month in the school year I placed all of
the individualized readers in a phonics workbook that helped to
summarize and co-ordinate the skills that had been emphasized through-
out the year.

In evaluating this approach, I can definitely say that the
children developed an enthusiasm for reading that was not evident
before we began individualized reading. it was a joy to see the
majority of the children reading from their books whenever they had
free time.

How did the children evaluate the program? I gave them ques-
tionnaires after they had been in the program a month. All children
thought they were reading more in their new reading program compared
to their old reading groups. Three-fourths of the children thought
they were reading harder words in our new program. Half of the
children thought, they were reading their books more carefully than
the reading pages assigned in the old groups; the other half felt
they were reading about the same as before. All children wrote that
they enjoyed individualized reading more than the basal reading
program. When I asked the children to write down what they liked
best about the individualized reading program, they gave responses
such as:

"Sharing time is my favorite time."
"Because we get to read books."
"It is more fun."
"The stories now are more exciting."
"You get to read more."
"I like our classroom library."
"The books are harder than before."
"Because we can read the pages we want to."

This program is by no means an easy way to teach reading. In

order to make it a successful program, the teacher should be in demand
constantly. She must know what books are on the shelves so that she
and the librarian can advise the children in making their selections.
Each day the teacher mist work with as many children as possible,
reading with them, ttAking with them and .helping them with their
difficulties.
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I have, been pteaSed; with the results of my .individualized program.
Through It, Ilwenmbecale more Aware' of the abilities and needs of my
children. They have increased their Interest in reading 'and have
therefore found the joys and satisfactions that come through reading
good, books.

,

B. Am:Approach-to ized.Reaclimin Fourth Grade,

My reading group consisted of the 35 top readersfram-the four
fourth grade classes. The reading level of the group ranged approx-
imately -sfrom.4-4.to.17.7.5.with the majority reading beyond:5.5 by the
endlyFthe year. The-baSal reading_program'wasused thfv-firgt 15
weeks-of the schools yearithen, or approxiMatetytwelveweeks; the
-class moved into*the Science Research Association Laboratory .Reading
Program,forwhitkri Iounc4.,-WaS-a tremendously selfromotivating,
experience for each of my students.

After my students had reached such a high point of interest in
reading I found it impossible to go back to the basal reading program;
therefore, I turned to a form of individualized reading for the last
eight weeks of the school year.

With the idea of broadening reading interests in many subject
areas, the librarian and I chose seven specific areas. The areas
included biography, mystery, adventure, humor, animals, myths,
legends and fairy tales, and self-selection in any subject area of
Great Books. Each week the class chose one area in which to concen-
trate their reading and could read as many books as they wished during
reading class, leisure time in their classrooms, or at home.

Each Monday the librarian selected books according to the three-
point definition of Great Books and presented them to the class in the
library. Sometimes the books were separated according to boys' and
girls' interests and placed on specific tables.

The children enthusiastically made their selections from the
Great Books with the help of the librarian, other children, or me.
After checking out the book, each child immediately returned to the
classroom and began reading his book. When the book was finished, the
child had the opportunity to exchange it with his classmates, return it
to the library after school, select another one with the approval of
the librarian, choose a book from the classroom shelf, or read a
teacher approved selection from home.

Each child had his own dictionary on his desk and used it when
meeting new or difficult words. Some students kept running lists of
these words and placed them in their notebooks. From one book read
in each area, the child could write a summary, write about a main
character, write why he liked or disliked a book, and/or illustrate
the story.

The notebook was checked by me during periodic conferences with
the child. The feelings the child had for a book, his progress in
and impression of this reading program, and his work in his notbook
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were some of the things discussed during this inforMal conference.

Many times a child brought his book .and actionary to me for help in
understanding words, phrases, andideas.

Children stimulated one another when they wished to share or
exchange books. Toward the end of each week, small group conferences
were held each day for the purposd of. tradjpgbooks. A child would
tell about his book if he thought others might be interested in
reading it."

A feel this variation of individuallied reading 'was an.excellent
follow-up to the SRA program. The children retained their high interest
in reading and continued to work independently with the feeling of
success and progress. They found they had more of an opportunity to
(::press personal xedctions, share _ideas, and 'read extensively.

ti

I



TEACHER RECORDS__
,

--Thee-a-re several possible record- fdrint-6teadhe- can use when observing
chi tdr-tin'sread i rig -perfdrinances7.- -In, -order- not --td -have re-cOrd 'keeping become

too timecopsumlng,, usually, one ,or, two records jar7e adequate for; each child.

The teacher must decide what should be included in the records.
Suggestions for their content are as follows:

21.

child's name'

. conference dote

. intelligence scores

f.eadihg test t-cOret-

. resu Its of informal ora 1
. read i ng (tests.

. reading level

distkngq[shinlphysical chaacterIstics (hearUngu etc.-)
comments regarding:-
tc. interests

$.1 kat)! 1;(ties

..child's attitude toward reading

..chi ld's specific reading needs

..approaches' and 'tear' iquetfoUndmosthelpf

. i s grogresS in reading

--Several examples -of possible -records --are illustrated- below :----

I

1Name
,

.

.
.

,

,........

Date

,

-

..- *w..

Book . Comprehension
of Plot

.

-.... , - *---.-

Attitude

.

. .....,- -

.

-Word -, -

Recognition:

..,

...-- ..

-

Sk11,1s

,2,.., Needed

,

--

i

.. .... -

;,,,1
4

-..... , . r. .

.....,- _, .., __,.

Name Age
.

Reading Grade Level

Date Book Activity Needs
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Child's Name Reading Grade
.

Level
,

Date Title of Book Reading L6Vel

of Book

.. _
_

,Commehts

, .

'

Class Record of:Redding'Skills.

This type of'tecotd lshétpfül for pianhin§:and'evatuaffeig the skills
development area in the reading program. After a skiff FS-OteSented to a
child, group, or an entire class, the teacher records the-test-of the
information on the chart. An illustration is shown beloW. As many skills
as a teacher wishes to develop should be listed on the-cfiart;

Reading Skills Presented to
Whole Class

Pret&ited to
Individuals

*s)-Hifflp Wieded[

I

Initial -conso-

nant sounds
Susan --- -

Jan. 18 .

,,.

2.-Short t andjong
voWet.sound§.-,'.

,.,,__. . _

A. ,

,a, . ,

....

,-._....

3. Consonant blends Feb. 2
.

,
.Betty,-)Ohn-, Bob

4 .

, ,

(continued) .
.

,

.

;

s



Name

"-Fa i Is tti:5 "shOw growth '/

Shows growth X

.4444.4

:Tiactier'd Records

Date

. ,
1

1 Enjoyment
1

;

........................._
t

Attention Span
4 i

,

1
t

i

;---Speed 1

t

,

Widehing Readingilnterests 1

........._______ ,_

Increasing ;Vocabulary ,
i

i i 1 s

1 !
e

i

1
......___.............___ _____ _

IT° hejp thelteachpr and:librarian evaluate shal.ng activtties, the
following form could be used for each child;-7' '' '*5,2-''''' 41s

, . t 4
1

i

,,:_.!-.14"57 r1
,

__,,..._ _-__-,- ..,-.............- roo................. -.-.44,44441.--.4* ow* ...i.-...........44- .-...... 4.44.....4a

5 Child's Name
,

.

SharI ing Acfivit Date Quality of Work
,

:.----,-,,,.,.,-1 71

-******-. 4

4.
\

r

4.4.4441544.444.4mmo+

I
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. 1

, -:: -, 7 4.: i. 4 ,:... i .... ,=. :!:....ilc,.c.: .

...

1 .t i 4-',.:.'1,-.:, "! it 4 A'rlt

-: -' '- , -'.,

4

,
-.1 ,--. ,

_T_.. tJ

14.* ,..**m.1.-

44.

1444401.11...***11M.1.

I

"',!'"..,4443` I IT r.4416

- 4: 1 N.':51

1:,4:4....;; 4' '1

41,44111114.14444414145~

.0... ............ 101....- .*1

07

..arY0a .. 011.10.0.1PIN**IIII.............~...,...........

*' it 4 X1,-,-.1

.**44

1

1
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Name

41.

I AGNOS I SOF . INTERPRET I q' SKI LL$

Di sab i i I ty present f 1.7]

No longer needs he I p

...........- ...rya.. ,...1.0,...
1 .

; $

i
I

i

I
; 1 I

' I .

1. Senses humor, in sttuations.
...... ._,.. ............,.._____ _ ......_ ... ... ....... _

t 1 . t !i

.2.- ..! LnterP rats _storte....se....1 n ...back!.....f
)grounds different ;from Iii s own. i

Dife-

3. illecogni zes emotional ructions,
--Aottves , andi nnet4- d.r-i vas _-

story characters.

c.lehti f ieg and evaluates , 4

character traits., 0.

Interpret.sAdeas_imp) Led, _ .
but not clearly statedi.-

136§11-t- to lffterp-ret -1-dfoms
and unusual language.

yr. --

Di sab i I ,present ,but. improved
.

---Y.,... -
Identifies and . reacts to the
mood of a passage, story, or

_ ...

(4,

..,

:÷:-.::'

MI',::-.;,.:1

"I '` 7. 1.4 ; !::1.1 i 17,..-:...

rC: i , ,

.

r., ,".

, \:- --,. 1 i -ff.,,--- 'I 4.,ni.-.-.. 2....-.41 1

t i, .,: .7,A:I T : ri

,_
1

g

i

...

LEVEL-DATE --"---BOOK 'COMMENTS- 1

I



Name..

No longer needs help
.-.44.41.

AGNOi S 0F4COMPREHE&SION

I 4

4 ; Date..,....,

t. t
.

! ,

,-"----.1.- Can iinterpret troOn--idep
i
-

. in,story. , . .

2; Can recognize prpper sequenc6
------of-events-in-a-story-, ,t t
t i t

, !

1----3:-Caft-draw [90-cal-I conclisfonss
. t

1 .

1
,

,---- 4: "Carrantit1 pate-oUtamies7-----c-

i
i

t

t

1

:--5; -UgeS.-punctUation: as -a-guille-r--
1

1 to meaning: ; $

.................. _..._ .._.............._ ....1.0. .....-
1

1

6; Can flistinguish between factl,
; 1

-and-fahty;TreleValTrand----1--
irre,levantmaterial.

... - .........,......... ... ,,,... ..- ' ...-......s. s Absr..... s.-.- ,' - s

7; Can followprinted dirlectio*
,

......."._...._._ ,..,........_

i

i
1

8 ka; Can caillfactsiiand eyentsol
-1-bottrpriaal-andc-sgettftntH-

,

!

,
.

1 i

.

9;-tigeSind6Xari-d-gilossary:Th

f ,

so.

10. Knows-tectintque-ofski mmi- --...... -. - -
r.

.25.

Disability p"resenfbilfimPreda/
f

,

k; r .

1

1

4

r4C41

''': ''' 11 1 !'...r'" .in{; r 13

---,
rl- ) 0 ortr. i

,

/

1

, I I s. 1 '

i I r4 '4 r 4 ,'.7-

$.,--

-

, 14:
.4

.

.......4.04'

-

,

4

.... Ti

ONC°117

, t
I , f..,c1't :1 c.' : )t

.... _

4

...._

1

:.

. 7 -7; -,,,,,, ',', . vs. r ,,-, -, 44., 4.

S.

....-. .,... , --... -- .... ... 444*. . . _

4.

bft Indl -----OtNENT

1

f

,

1

t

4.

1

I

1

4

;Wek'
i

I
,

1

!

..,..._1

,

. .

1

t

4

f

)

4

/

i

1

1

;

j

,,

k

1

t
1

4

,
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Name

Di spb1. present ./K;
No longer needs help

0.1/9N9,51 I S OF- ORA fffDING

! Date

'';

71 ., Holds book ii i-C-6 Fife-6f! ji i

i .1
_. 24 Reads word ,iby word

I
,
,

i 1

In. -..1.114... N.,.

3 ignoes punctuation

4:-.Exprffssiorriess-rcrd I ngi
,

i
',---5.-;Roor tenunciat Ion) .... ____?,_

-6, sGuesies_wotds
1 .

7 :Ski pS word4
,

I

} ; 81 :Word substitution
1

1

19 iPoln s
1

$.............._ ..../rOWINV***. mgr. ..........- ...1.4.....r.^-..--, -*6 ,-...,

, 1.e.r. ,-,...,...y....4............ ...*.Wira." ........... --.* crowes.......,

1
114 VOIDTe t00 lloud 1

Ii

1 1241-Volume-tool sof..t..it_
-7 -13-1Poor-comps ethension _... _

:

41..-

10 'Losei the l ace

Disability presen:t: but improved he
? ,

.1.

.i ''

.........,

t ..----,./%. 1 i '.,:;4 4 ., 1; .

s\''' '-.-

,4,,,,,I

il I.

i
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DIAGNOSIS OF:READING SKILLS

Name

Disability present V

No longer needs :help

Date

1. Initial! consonant sounds

2. Short- and long vowel sounds'

3. COnsonant blends

4. Consonant digraphs
.

5. Blends consonant and vowel
sounds smoothly,

6. Recognizes syllables

There, are as many syllables-

in a word as vowel sounds.

If the first vowel in a word
',is followed by 2 consonants,

the syllable usually ends with
the first of the 2 consonants.

If the first vowel-in-a word-is
followed by a single consonant,

the consonant usually begins
the 2nd syllable.

airiord ends-in le-preceded
by a consonant, the consonant

usually begins-the last -syllabl

Prefixes and suffixes are
syllabic units.

A is a syllable when'at the
beginning of 2 syllable words.

7. Accent marks

27.

Disability present but improved yor
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8. Vowel rules

DIAGNOSIS OF.READING SKILLS (continued)

Date:

Vowel in one syllable word

Is short

vowei In syllable or word
e -s -long

-Two vowels togetheri-ftrst-

is, long, 2nd is silent

Controlled r sound,

9.;CompOund Words

10. Root words

11.42refixes- and-suffixes

12.; Plurals

13.ContiftactIons

14.1-lomonyms

15: Synbnyms-.

16.'Antonyms-

17.,Dictionary ski I is
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CHILDREN'S RECORDS

Children's records should he kept simple. One page in each child's

notebook can be devoted to each book they have read, or a prepared form

can be given to each child for his recording purposes. These sheets

should be included in his reading folder. Suggestions for records kept

by children follow:

.1.1

Date

Book

Author

Pages

Classification

Comments

Records that are kept day be day include information such as:

Date

Title of Book

Author

Pages read

Vocabulary (word, page number, diacritical marking, meaning)

Comments about the story:

. .

Books I Have Read

Title Pages Date Finished Shared Comments

yes no
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This form could be used for reporting on a book.

My Diary

Name of Child:

Name of Book:

Date Started:

Would you recommend this book to a friend?

Please explain why you would or would riot:

Atithor:

Date Finished:

Are there any special highlights you would like to remember?

My List of New, Unusual, and interesting Words

Words- _ Meanings

A list of suggested ways for sharing helps guideand motivate.

children. To keep the children's interest high it is recommended that;

the list of suggestions be changed every month. Since the child checks

the activity once he has done it, the teacher and child are able to see

in what erection the child's-experiences should be .extended.

Suggested Ways for Sharing Books andd-Stdriei

Activities I

have come leted
Painting a _picture or series of pictUres

to illustrate a 'story or part of a story

_ _ .

Writing a similiar story about-an exper-

ience Of my own:

3. Telling about-an interesting, exciting

or amusing part of the book.
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The following records encourage children to broaden their interests

by helping them become aware of the many types of reading material that

are available. The teacher or librarian can initiate these activities.

This should be worked out cooperatively between the teacher and librarian

to fit the individual needs of the situation.

Name

Kind of Story Books Magazines Newspapers

Fairy Tale
.-; .. .. 7

aumor
Adventure
mriwn
PqNtery
Facfs

Name of Story and Date

1.
2.

3.

111=1!
The name of each story, book, article, or heading is listed at the

bottom- of the sheet. The appropriate number is then placed at the top

of the sheet in the proper catagory to classify the material read. This

type of record can be used by .the teacher and pupil to discuss the

variety of reading experiences the child is having.

Reading Design

Children read from the areas listed on the key. They cut out designs

from construction paper of the appropriate color and construct a design,

extending and eventually completing it as they progress in their reading.

.119-Y..

Humor - red
Adventure - light green
Animal - brown
Mystery - blue
Great Book - orange
Science Fiction - grey

1
II b

A t

10 0 lj ----------- red
r own

8re-
------browo

to

Science - pink
Historical Fiction - dark green

History - purple
Family - yellow
Myths, Legenas, Fairy Tales - black

Biography - white

Below is an example of a possible design; however, children should

use their own creativity when making theirs.
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Reading Wheel

The children color in one symbol in the appropriate wedge each time

they complete a book. The teacher and librarian can include as many
subject areas as they wish in the wheel.



Evaluation

I.' TEACHER EVALUATION

33.

Standardized tests are only one way to measure children's growth

in reading. Ways of evaluating which extend beyond measuring only

the child's mechanics of reading should be used.

Questions that should be asked in order to evaluate a child's

growth are:

. Was this reading experience satisfying enough to develop

in the child a sense of personal dignity, worth, and

achievement?

. Have new interests developed which will lead to further

reading?

. Has worthwhile informatiQn bean acquired from the reading

content?

. Have deeper insights into human understandings and living

been developed from the reading content and discussions?

. Is the child increasing in his ability to evaluate his

own growth in reading?

The teacher should evaluate her total reading program by answering

questions similar to the following:

Guide for Evaluating an Individualized Program

A. Physical Arrangement

Does the seating arrangement allow for meeting the needs of

individual and group teaching?

. Are there adequate facilities for displaying dnd storing

books, magazines and other reading materials?

B. Appraisal of Testing

. Do I use standardized tests?

.. Diagnostic
Achievement

.. Intelligence

. Is there evidence of continued evaluation using such materials as:

.. Teacher made tests to measure word analysis, sight
vocabulary, comprehension and auditory discrimination?
Worksheets to check for proficiency in a certain skill

such as alphabetizing?
Tests and exercises in children's weekly newspapers
and magazines which help evaluate comprehension and

word-attack skillsl

C. Skills and Methods

. Do I
provide for the sequential development of the various skills?

.. Word attack
Comprehension
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. Are assignments provided on differential levels?

. Do I have a definite aim for each lesson?

. Are my pupils aware of their purpose in reading?

. is there planning with the class so that they under-
stand what is expected of them during the reading
period?

Materials of Instruction

. Am I accumulating interesting and colorful illustrative
material to help motivate and clarify my reading lessons?

. Are workbook pages used as one means of reinforcnIg-
needed- skills?

. Do I make sufficient use of the blackboard to illustrate

a poirit?

. Do I provide books, magazines and newspapers on variouz
levels of difficulty and interest?

. Do I provide appropriate materials and activities for

the disinterested child?
. Am I 'sufficiently familiar with the materials the

children are reading?

. Am I able to suggest follow-up reading materials when
necessary?

E. Planning

. there_evidence of planning for individua0.needs, small
group needs, and whole class needs?

. Is there evidence of planning for varied activities
within the period?

there evidence -of teacher prepared materials to ineet
individual or group'needs?

Do I allow an appropriate amount of time -for reporting?

. Is enough time given for group p-and individual Work on

reading skills?

. Am I including all essential activities in the weekts

program?

II. EVALUATION BY CHILDREN

Children should have a part in the evaluation of the reading
program and also of themselves. They should 'answer questions that

are similar to these:

. Do you think you are improving in your reading?..How
can you tell if you are or are not?

. Would you like to go on with this reading program?
Why or why nut?

. Have you told your parents abOut this reading program?
What have you told them?

. If your parents know about this reading program, how do.
they feel about it?



. Do you enjoy reading more or less than you did at the

beginning of the year?

Are there enough different kinds of-books for you to

choose from in the classroom library ?

. Do you enjoy reading by yourself more than you did

reading with a group? Why or why not?

Children can develop through self-evaluation by asking them-

selves periodically:

1.

3.

6

7

9.

10.

8.

11.

1

12.

4.

5.

35.

Yes No

Do I vary the kindi of books I read?

t

Do I. try to increase my vocabulary by attempting to

I 'unlock" new words?

Do I make good use of dictionaries?

Do I contribute in class activities and discussions?

Do 1 use the school and public libraries?

Am 1 reading more during my free time at school and hOme.

Do I read magazines or newspapers?.

Do I know what my reading strengths and weaknesses are?

Am I trying to overcome my,reading problems?

Do I keep my records up to.date?

Do I complete assigned work?

Do I
explain,my,reading,progress to my parents?

Am 1 becoming more independent in planning and ,carrying

out my reading pronn?
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III. EVALUATION BY PARENTS

The questionnaire below helps the teacher become aware of any
carry-over of the reading program at home.

1. Have you noticed any recent changes in your child's
attitude toward reading? If so, what are they?

2. Has your child done more reading at home than formerly?

3. Has your child made more use of the library than
formerly?

Related Activities

A child's literary and artistic creations are important for the

effect they-have on his attitude and behavior. .Related activities
give each child the opportunity to test his imagination. It is

important that children do something with what they read.-

Oral-Reading Activities:

. Help -the child locate-pertinent materials.-

. Help the child make appropriate reading selections.

. Give the child the opportunity-to read-in a true audience
atmosphere.

Provide the listener with suitable "listening" materials.

. Help the reader and 'audience to'appreciate the extensive
work of authors.

. Help to-develop sensitivity to language patternS.

I ncrease vocabulary.

. Further develop oral reading- skills.-

. Furnish an active- listening situation. Acttvtfles-include:

.. Giving a radio program.
Reading-a-funny, sad-or-exciting-part-of -the-story
in character.

.. Making tape recordings-of stories read aloud.

Reading a favorite-poem froMsa-book -.4

Reading an-interesting part -of- a story-to-prove-the

story coUld.be tuest)'cduld'not be truer:

Expressive Media Activities:

Provide many opportunities for group dynamics.
Provide children the opportunities for creative and
aesthetic expression.
Help stimulate other children to express their ideas.
Bring pleasure to others through displays in the classroom.
Provide content for expressive media.
Give many opportunities for conversation and discussion.
Develop a child's thinking through sorting and selecting
ideas, planning and evaluating procedures and results,
and rejecting, referring, and reviewing ideas,



Activities include:

Painting a picture or series of-plc-fill-Ws to-illustrate
a story or part of a story.
Making booklets -..two to .'four. pages, containing:

illustrations and comments or. captions.
Making a diorama Or "peep box", shadow. box, oral,
cardboard.stage.
Making puppets - paper bag, stick, string,
Developing flannel board stories.--
Painting a mural- or picture role:
Creating a mobile using a hanger, branch, or. wire.
Making a book jacket IlluStrating a 'story.
Preparing a bulletin board on a story read.

*4

Making charts, time tines and graphs from informational
materials.

....Making a collage,poster of one ideas taken
from book read in a subject area.
Making pictorial literary maps.
Arranging book displays.-

.

..,:Designing bookmarks for,individuai or-class,use.
Making book figurines of favorite-book-characters from

(IR
, soap, clay,,paperi-etc:.

Dramatization
1A.
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--JProvtde the oppOrtuniIy for children to .express.themselves
children_enjoy.,

. Provide the opportunity for children ,to express themselves
asiother characters, this develops_a-better understanding
of- the

!

klelp.children.to better understand the,importance of
'sequential development of events.

. Provide opportunities for good listening .experiences..-

. Provide an opportunity to apply evaluative skills through
.Selbction of pertinent-Materials forAramatization.

Giving aA)uppet show. -1
Giving a television-program.-

... Pantomiming-persons and events..,,r
Playing,charades may'bfivused,as,a-culmination of a

, subject uni.t, .

Acting out skits, T.V., or radio scripts and, haradter
sketches.J-,1 , -/,, ,

Participating71in:quizzes, patterned: after' wellisknown
T.V. luiZ programs'such as "Meet-:.the ,Authoer,and
"What's.My:Name?r
Dama-tizing through shadow plays and puppets.
Dramatizing with ;invisible props.-,: ,.
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2:21.122Etina.821141W

Help children to use speech- as a true form of communication.
Help the child develop a close relationship with his'
audience without using a book to act. as-a physical barrier.

Help to develop increasingly.better oral language patterns.
Develop ability to understand the importance of building
up' to a climax.- ',-

Help the child to organize his thinking; give him, functional
practice in rearranging and-organizing .tdeas in sequential

forme
. Develop ability to -give and follow directions.

Activities include: .

04 Selling the book or story to the class. 'Paper money
could be used.

.4, Holding :round table discusions or panels to give'.

personal interpretations of stories.

ConductinciAebates.
Telling the author's purpose in writing the story.:

aboflt an hlteresting,.exciting,,or-amusing.

part of the book.- ,

Telling what you have learned'as a result. of reading

the story.
Choosing another title for the story. _Tell: why you
think this is a good title.
Picking out interesting words that you know ..iii the story

thAt are unfamiliar to other children. ,13e prepared to
talk about theth and present the..context.-,
Conducting oral word games from vocabulary itsts.
Establishing reading clubs to satisfy individual
interests - may be-used for SmallAroup sharing.

wEltag 'Activities:

Help recommend books TO other children. The.chltd's oWh

reaction to the book may carry-more-weight with -other
children than other reviews -or reactions..'

. Improved understanding Of otherchildren's contributions.
Give functional,practice in applying ideas,,thinking,
and organizationLtovriting situations.
Lead to further communicative artsand other expressive
media.

Stimulate judgment and critical thinking:'

Provide opportunity for "intelligent'guessine. .

Increase awthrenes's of good ideas and the wonder of words.

Add extra meanings to words, enlarge, vocabulary, clarify

concepts.
Lead to various-experienceS in. other curriculum fields.

...Activities include:

Writing a similar story. about an experience of your own.
Writing a book review.'
Writing a diffirent ending to the story.
Comparing or contrast the story with your way of life.
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Writing about the character you disliked most.
Writing about the character you liked most.

Writing a poem about the book.
Writing a letter to the author about the book.
Thinking of three special words to describe the book.

Write them down and explain your choice.
Writing interesting events within the story in
sequential order.

.. Writing the main idea of a newspaper, magazine,

Weekly Reader or Scholastic article.
Keeping a running vocabulary of words and phrases
distinguishing between sound, action and descriptive
words - beautiful, powerful, or other such descriptive
words and phrases.
Writing a two-week diary of one of the characters.
Writing an imaginary biography of one of the characters.

.. Writing an autobiography - possible illustrating with
snapshots.

.. Writing a riddle about your book.

.. Making a list of questions to ask others who have
read the book.
Writing an annotation for a book.
Listing ideas under "Things I Didn't Know Until Now".

.. Contributing cards to a card file of books you recommend

to the class members.

.. Making original crossword puzzles from selected words

found in stories read.
Writing a sentence which tells about an author's

illustration.

.. Writing something about the author.

Games

Students who are deficient in the basic reading skills need
supplementary material to provide extra practice that will strengthen

individual weaknesses.

Reading games can be helpful since they are or can be made

self-directive. Generally the play technique does arouse interest

and provide needed motivation. Since reading games have their

limitations, they should be supplemented by recreational reading and

developmental instruction on meaningful content. The games should

be carefully selected by the teacher on the basis of appropriate

content, difficulty and pupil interest. Keeping a record of the
child's progress proves motivating and self-competitive fo- the child

and enables the teacher to evaluate his progress. Certainly there

is no need to continue a game when progress stops or the child fails

to enjoy or profit from it.

Books found useful in the selection of games and which can be

obtained from the Curriculum Office are:

Schubert, Delwyn G. and Theodore L. Torgerson, ImprovingaaaLli
in the Elementary School. Wm. C. Brown Co. Inc., Dubuque, Iowa, 1963.

Suggestions for Effective Reading Instruction. The Madison

Public Schools, Curriculum Department, Madison, Wisconsin, 1959.
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Interest Inventories

The teacher must consider the areas of reading interest in

her class when selecting books that will be used. Children are

highly motivated when they are able to select a book in an area

that interests them.

When boys and girls begin school, the teacher must work with

the interests that a child already has. Throughout the year the

teacher should strive to create new interests and raise the level

of pupil's tastes. Therefore, in a balanced reading prcgram the

study.of children's interests is a main consideration.

An extensive interest survey shows the interests generally for

grades 4-8 to be as follows:

Animals
Family

. Biography

Humor is the most enjoyed characteristic in any story regardless

of catagory.

Teacher or librarian constructed questionnaires asking about

travel experience, hobbies, best-liked stories, and other interests

a child might have are one way of gaining information that will

satisfy per-onal needs. The results of these should be shared by

both teacher and librarian. Several examples of attitude-interest

type questionnaires follow:

I I i ke

Sometimes I dislike
I

I' work best when

My favorite story

Reading

The library

I get mad when

AMOILAINIMMIN

4111M11.01.11

If t-had two wishes:at home they would be:

1.

2.

If I had two wishes at school they would be:

1.

2.
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Questions as listed below should be geared to the class situation:

1. If you had an hour to do anything you wanted .!o do,
what would you do?

2. Would you raThqr play by yourself, with boys, girls,
or boys and girls?

3, When do you have the most fun at home?
.

4. Do you have a pet? What kind? .

5. What do you like to play indoors?
6. What do you like to play outdoors?
7. What sport do you like best?
8. What is your favorite hobby?
9. What is one thing you would ;Ike to know more about?
10. What is one thing you would like to learn how to make?
11. What is your favorite movie?
12. What is your favorite television program?
13. What is one book you have really enjoyed?
14. Number these reading areas in the order in which, they

interest you:

fairy tales science fiction biography
humor science adventure
animals historical fiction family
mystery history __great books

15. What person (in real life or in history) would you like
to be like?

Autobiographies, also, help give insight into children's feelings
about themselves, their families, their interests and hobbies. An
outline of areas that should be included in the autobiography helps
give the child direction.
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Audiovisual Materials

The use of audiovisual materials has been relatively unexplored
for individualized reading. The teacher and librarian can help in

this area develop by experimenting with various techniques using
audiovisual equipment as one means to motivate and enrich the

program.

Films, filmstrips and records listed in this guide can be

used in a variety of ways:

To help stimulate a child to read a particular book.

4,
To create the mood for reading in a particular subject area.
To give background information on an author or event that

the child will come in contact with during reading.

4,
To encourage new areas of reading interest in the children,
To expose them to some of the best in children's literature.

To develop a lasting enjoyment of literature.

Audiovisual material can be obtained from following sources:

IMC (Instructional Materials Center - Audiovisual Department).
Contact your own school librarian for assistance in ordering.

BAVI - at the University of Wisconsin Extension Division.



AUDIOVISUAL MATERIALS

16 MM Films

Title

1. Alice in Wonderland
(40 min.) No. 0068

2. And Now Miguel.

(64 min.) No. 3236-3237

3. Boy of India: Rama and His Elephant
(11 min.) No. 3739

4. Five Chinese Brothers
(9 min. - color) No. 4710

5. Hansel and Gretel

(11 min. - color) No. 1286

6. Heidi

(45 min.) No. 0915

7, Johnny Apples6ed: A Legend of Frontier
Life (14 min.) No. 2990

8. Kidnapped

(40 min.) No. 1159

9. King Midas and the Golden Touch
(10 min. - color) No. 1161

10. Letts Read Poetry

(10 min.) No. 1235

11. Little Hiawatha

(8 min. - color) No. 3245

12. Littlest Angel

13. Loonls Necklace
(10 mina)

14. Magic Fish
(15 min.) No. 3094

15. Make Way for Ducklings
(11 min.) No. 3765

16, Midnight Ride of Paul Revere
(11 min.) No. 4199

43.

Grade Catalog. Number Where
Level or Rental Obtained

I $ 5.50 BAVI

I 3.25 BAVI

P I 2.25 BAVI

P 3.75 BAVI

P 1 3.50 BAVI

P 1 5.50 BAVI

P I 2.75 BAVI

1 J 5.50 BAVI

01 3.75 BAVI

P I 2.00 BAVI

P 1 3.00 BAVI

P I F-104L $MC

IMC

BAVI

BAVI

BAVI

1 F-107

P I 1.75

P I 3.25

I 2.25
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Title
Grade Catalog Number Where
Level or Rental Obtained

17. Midnight Ride of Paul Revere
(11 min-. -'color) No. 4195 I 3.75 BAVI

18. Mike Mulligan and His Steam Shovel
(11 min. - color) No. 4502 P 3.75 BAVI

19. Night before Christmas

.(11 min.) P 1 F-123 INC

20. Old Ironsides

(5 min.) No. 3875 .60 BAVI

21. Pablo, Boy of Mexico
(22 min.) P I F-136 INC

22. Paul Bunyan and the Blue Ox
(5 min.) No. 2683 I 1.50 BAVI

23. Paul Revere's Ride

(10 min.) No, 3719 1 2.00 BAVI

24. Pied Piper (Legend of)

(10 min.) No. 1687 P I 2.00 BAVI

25. Poems Are Fun

(11 min.) No. 1971 3-4 2.25 BAVI

26. Rapunzel

.(11 min. - lor) No. 1057 -0 1 =3.25 BAV1,

27. Thumbelina
(10 min.) No. 3844 P I 2,00. BAVI



AUDIOVISUAL AIDS

Filmstrips

45.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

Title
Grade
Level

Catalog
Number

1

Where
Obtained

Andy and the Lion

Biggest Bear

Five Chinese Brothers

Georgie

Gulliver's Travels

Hans Christian Anderson

Hans Coidhopper

Hercules

Hiawatha

Joan of Arc

Johnny Appleseed

King Arthur

Legend of Sleepy Hollow

Lentil

Little Red Light House

Little Toot

Mike Mulligan and His Steam Shovel

Moby Dick

Paul Bunyan

Pecos Bill

Pied Piper

Pinocchio

Red Carpet

Rip Van Winkle

P

P

P

P

1

P 1

P I

P

1

1

I

1,

P I

P

P

P 1

P

I

I

P I

P

P 1

P

1

1810

1811

502

1812-

618

623

624

1813 ,

645

,789

. 795

811

832

1814

1815

1816

1817

976

1111

1113

1129

1131

1818

1218

IMC

IMC

1MC-

1MC_

,1MC

(MC

AMC,

(MC

IMC

IMC

IMC

IMC

IMC

IMC

(MC

1MC

(MC

IMC

(MC

(MC

IMC

IMC

IMC

1MC
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Grade

Title Level

25.' Robert Bruce and the Spider

26.. .Robiri Hood 1

27. Robinson Crusoe
.4<

28. Rumpelstiltskin

29. Stone Soup

30. Story of. Ping

31. William Tell

Catalog
Number

The folloWing filmstrips are recommended for

schools. Copies are also available in the Madison

1223

1224

1225.

1237

1819

1820

1623

Where
Obtained

IMC

IMC

IMC

IMC

IMC

IMC

IMC

purchase by individual
Schools Audiovisual

Department.

Eye Gate House, Inc. The Adventures in Readin gJeries:

Captains Courageous 1821

Sviss Family Robinson 1822

Han'Brinker or the Silver Skates 1823

Bambi 1824

Kidnapped 1825

Tom Sawyer 1826

Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea 1827,

A Tale of Two Cities 1828

The Call of the Wild 1829
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Records

Available in School Library Office - Contact your school

librarian to order them for you.

Alice in Wonderland (includes songs from Mother Goose - Simple Simon,

. Little Jack Horner, There Was an Old Women)
Baldu (A Norse Myth)
Br re Mud Turtle's Tricker (An "Uncle Remus" story)
Call ornia Gold ush Landmark)

Children and Poetrtby May Hill Arbuthnot
A Christmas Carol, as told by Lionel Barrymore
A Christmas Carol, as told by Basil Rathbone

Christopher Robin Sonu A.A. Milne
Cinderella
Dick Whittington ane His Cat
The Froa- A SpariM rrrralle
Gubrand - on - the - Hillside (A Norwegian Folk Tale)
Le end of Sleepy Hollow
Litt le Toot ecord with filmstrip)
Litt e Toot Lost in the Fog
Littlest Angel
7173677EFistmas -

The Night be ore Christmas (Includes Jingle Bells, Silent Night,

0 Little Town of Bethlehem, 0 Come All Ye Faithful, Harks The

"%raid A77777-------
Nutcracker Suite, Tchaikovsky (includes Overture, Dance of the Sugar

Plums, Irent) Dance of the Toy Flutes, Waltz of the Flowers)
Paul Bunyan Yarn
Paul Revere and the Minute Men
A Pecos Bill Tale
Peter Pan
The Pied Piper
Elpocchio, Carlo Collodi
Adventures of Pinocchio
Puss in Boa-s

Rapunzel
Riding the Pony Express
a Van Winkle
Robin Hood
Silent Night (Includes Silent Night, Away in a Manger, The First Noel,

0 Come All Ye Faithful, We Three Kings, 0 Lithe Town of Bethlehem)
aleepinapeauty Gundrun Thorne
Some of my Best Friends are Books by May Hill Arbuthnot
Soraso...21dChristoher...Robin, A.A. Milne
The Story of Babar
The Story of Paul Bunyan

.1Sits2:.°11"masagalitt
Treasure Island
'Twas the Ni ht before Christmas, by Fred Waring

Vo a es of Christo her Columbus
-*Is-1...tostWiiiiiielP0Otianc1CtlerRobinSoness by A.A. Milne

-----TTFOIrboWinnettohandtlie-1iiffaiumobyA.A. Milne
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Children's Annotated Biblio raph

This bibliography is merely a suggested-list of books which can

be used for guides in self-selection. It is expected that the

teacher and librarian will extend this list. It should also be

noted. that some of these books may not meet the,specific needs of

the child. The final selection should be guided by the teacher and

librarian working with the individual class:

All titles on this list have been approved by the Department

of Instructional Materials. Librarians may use this guide as a

selection source.

ANIMALS

Atwater, Richard, Mr. Popper's Penguins. Littles, 1938. -Grades 3-4.

Life in the Popper family was never quite-the-same after-,,

Mr. Popper received a penguin as a gift from an,Anarctic.

explorer. Very funny.

Bagnold,-Enid, National Velvet. Morrow, 1949. ,Grades-6--:up:

A story of how Velvet Brown won a horse and rode him in the

Grand National Steeplechase.

Bail, Zachary, Bristle Face. Holiday, 1962. Grades-6 - up s

A lively story about a boy and-his turtle-ichasUng-dog
who develops into a keen nosed trail dog.

Bianco, Margery, Velveteen Rabbit. DoubledaY, 1926. Grades 3-4.

A much loved toy animal is changed.by nursery magic Into

a live rabbit.

Bontemps, Arna, The Fast. Sooner Hound. Houghton 1942. -Grades 4-5.

A humorous adventure of a long-legged, lap7eared-hound out

of the Old West.

Burnford, Sheila, 1:L.Ern...y.)leJourrleIncrles Little, 1961. Grades 6 up.

The adventures of two dogs and a cat who cross many rugged

miles of northern Ontario.

Clark, Ann Nolan, Blue Cantoaltwet. Viking, 1954. Grades 4-5.

A deep love story between an Indran boy and ,a mare who

returned to him with her colt:, Loyalty to him meant

more. to her than freedom.

Coatsworth, Elizabeth, The Cat Who Went To Heaven. Macmillan,- 1930.

Newberry Medal, 1931. Grades 6 up.

The three-colored cat, who is said to bring good-Euck,,comes.

to the home of the poor young Japanese artist while hejs
painting for the temple.

,

Coblentz, Catherine, The Blue Cat of Castle Town. Lonama*,1949.
Grades 4-5, This blue kitten lives In Vermont during-the

Revolutionary War. He is privilaged to know the- song of

the river and Its wisdomr.
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Estes, Eleanor, Ginger Pye. Harcourt, 1951. Newbery Medal, 1952.

Grades 4-6. Jerry and Rachel Pye bought Ginger for a dollar

when she was a puppy. The Pye family was happy until a
mysterious man appeared and Ginger disappeared

Ets, Marie Hail, Anthony Viking, 1951, Grade 3.

Tells about a cat, a mouse, and a dog who fought continuously
but learned the lesson of sticking together.

Flack, Marjorie, The Story of Ping,, Viking, 1933. Grades K-3.

A humorous picture book of.a Chinese duck who lived on a
house-bbat.

Flack, Marjorie, Walter the Lazy Mouse. Doubleday, 1963. , Grades 4-5.

Walter was so lazy that he was always late. One day his family

moved away before he got home from school. In trying, to find

his family, he met three frogs. He was so busy he didn't

have time to be lazy.

Freeman, Don, Fly Hip, Fly Low. Viking, 1957. Grades 2-3.

The experiences of two pigeons who" ,make their home in a

sign on a hotel.

Gipson, Fred, Old Yeller. Harper, 1956. Grades 6 - up.

The.tale of a pioneer boy's love for a dog who proved,

more than a match for thieving raccoons, grizzly bears

and mad wolves.

Henry, Marguerite, Kin of the Wind. Rand McNally, 1948. Newbery

Medal, 1949. Grades 5 - up. A beautiful 'story of the

famous Godolphin Arabian, a station, and his devoted mute
Arabian stable boy who accompanies him across the seas ,to
France and England.

Henry, Marguerite, Misty of Chincoteague. .Rand McNally, 1947.
Grades 5-8. The beauty and pride of wild horses is the

theme. Setting the island ofChincoteogue off, the coast

of Virginia. See also the other M. Henry books.

Heyward, DuBose, ountry Little Gold Shoes.

Houghton, 1939. Grade 3. An Easter story of a little

country rabbit whose ambition was to become one of the five

Easter bunnies.

James, Will, Smoky, the Cowhorse.

1927. Grades 6 - up. Smoky,

range, round-up, and rodeo in

Scribner, 1954, Newbery Medal,

a cow'pony, describes the
the vernacular of, the cowboy.

Kipling, Rudyard, Just So Stories. Garden City. Grades 4-6.
Kiplings famous animal stories are in this book, such as

"How the Camel Got His Hump", etc. See other Kipling books.

Kjelgaard, Jim, Big Red. Holiday, 1945. Grades 6 - up.,

An Irish setter and his trainer Danny roamed the,wilderness
fishing, trapping, hunting, and meeting nature on her own terms.
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-Might, Eric, Lassie Come Home: Winston, 1940. Grades.5 - up.

Lassie, a collie, was sold to a duke who -fookiher .to Scotland.

She escaped and made a 400 mile trek.home to Yorkshire.

Lawson, Robert, Ben and Me. Little, 1939. Grades 6 - up.

-Amos, a-poor churchAlouse,. established himself in.Benjamin

Franklin!s,fur cap. He.made himselfindispensable to Ben

with his advice andlnformationi

Lawtoh,* Robert, Rabbit Hill. 'Viking, 1944, Newbery; Medal, 1945.

Grades. 4-6.Thririmals on.Rabblt Hill become .Very excited

when they learn that "New Folks" are comingto,live. in the
Big House. There will be food for all of them. See other

Lawson books. s'

Lafting4.-Hugh, Story:of Doctor Dolittle. Aippincott,..1920.
-Grades 40=1.-- This 'amusing story of a- kind doctor, who is fond

of animals and understands their language,- will delight the

reader. See also -.242.2y922Lof.g......olittie.

London, Jack, Call of the Wild. MacMillan, 1912. Grades-6 - up.

A St. BernardcWally obeys the "call of themild" and
becomes the leader of a pack of wolves.

A.A.,"Winnie-the-Pooh. .Dutton, 1954. -G-rades34..!.- 5+.

"-Story about Christopher, Robimand.his teddy,bear -makes

delightful nonsense. The story is followed by House. at

Pooh Corner. Good reading aloud for the slower readers.
See-also'World of Pooh whichisyinnie the :Pooh and House

at'Pooh,Corrier.in-one.volume. =

. `,1 , , ,

Mukeril,'Dhanoly-Neck: 'The Story of a Pigeon. Dutton,, 1927.

Newbery Medal, 1928. Grades 6 - up. 'A carrier pigeon begins

life in India and journeys to France during the war to serve

' as aMessenger.

*01Hare;%mary, Ely.friend Flicka. . Lippincott, 1944. Grades 6 - up.

An eleven-year-old boy chooses a,yearling against ail advice.

The story is centered on winning and proving the riahthess

bf his choice:

",Payne; Emmyt, _Illy No-Pocket. Houghton, 1944. ,,Grade'3.

How a kangaroo, who has no pocket, finds a -sway to-carry

her son.

Rawlings,' Marjorie, The Year Scribner, 1946. Grades 5 - up.

-A lonely boy, Jody, lives ln,the wastelands of Florida.

He has a pet fawn who helps him grow up, For the mature

reader. .

Salten,jelix, Bambl. Noble,'Illus.; by W-i ese. Gradess5'- up.

Bambi is a deer of the Danube forest. His full life from

faWn to snag also reveals .many sights and sounds of the
;,

forest.
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Shelden, George, The Cricket in Times Square. Farrar, Straus, 1960.

Grades 4-5. Chester, a country cricket who is musically
talented, comes to N. Y. C. in a picnic basket. A boy keeps

him for a pet and his new friends are Tucker Mouse and Harry

Cat.

Sewell, Anna, Black Beaua. World Pub. Co. (Rainbow Classics)

Grade 4 -6. Adventures of a fine horse who goes from one
master in another in 19th Century England.

Sharp, Margery, The Rescuers. Little, 1959. Grades 4-6.

The trio of mice rescue a Norwegian poet from a prison
dungeon. An ingenious absurd fantasy.

Stong, Phil, Honk, the Moose. Dodd, 1935. Grades 4-5.

The adventures of two small Minnesota boys and their
discovery of Honk in the stable.

Titus, Eve, Anatole. McGraw, 1956. Grade 3.

Tells of a French mouse and his ,job in a cheese factory.

Uses some French phrases.

White, Elwyn, Charlotto's Web. Harper, 1952. Grades 4-6.

Charlotte, a spider, e nd Wilbur, a pig, become good friends.
When Wilbur hears about the fall butchering, he has hysterics
until Charlotte promises to save him. See Stuart Little.

Will, and Nicolas, Finders Keepers. Harcourt, 1951. Grades K-3.

Two dogs find a bone while digging and must decide which
one has the right to keep it.

Yashima, Taro, The Golden Footp rints. World Pub., 1950.

Grades 4-5. A pair of parent foxes try desperately to

rescue their captive young during a nightly visit.

Ylla, Animal Babies. Harper, 1959. Grades K-3.

A book of pictures showing domestic and wild animals with

their young.
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ADVENTURE, ? r

Angelo, . Va I enti , Ni no.. , king, 1,930: Grades, up.
Tuscany, Italy about A. truerto-, fei adventure- of
a small village boy.

Armen, Laura,,Waterless Mountain.: Longmans, 19,31-: Grades. 6 7 up.

Newbery:Mede4:1932,r: A ;boy. the medicine

men's songs Atutcreates-nwones;for-hirp5elf. TO customs
and tribal beliefs are well presented.

Bel I Margaret,:-Watch a Tat:14 Wh i =re. Sai Morrows;
Grades 6 - up. Aixteen-yWr_oid-florence's,courageo4P
adjustment to the hard life in the wilderness of Alaska.

Beim, Larra I ne,- Two. .as a- Team.: 1-lar.COUs-, 'Grades 271:: ;-3.

A little Negro boy and-a41,ttlilryhtteilboy-4Jffer,concerning
the best way to build a coaster. They decide that coopera-

tion is best. r

Bishop, Claire, Twenty and Ten. VI:ktng,,J952.::-1-Grades;A.riup.

During the occupation, twenty French children took refuge

to-the mountains i-ed-by-a,teacher Otherrefugee.,chUslpw

dame to _the,-school,

Breck Doubleday,v1948., ,Grades, 6 ...!A1,1).

Chloe Cassidy is rescued by two mountain climbers as

.:-the.goesover 'Mt,. Whitney-to -find:atdrfor,her jnjured

. father., ,

Bunyan, John, Eilgrim's Progress. Lippincott, 1939. Grades 6 - up.

Theadventures,of Christianithe pilgrim, on tileTki.nOs
Highway.':

Church, Richard, flyegaup a Cave. Day, 1951. Grades 5 - up.

Jim and four-frtendw-explore deep-cavernsiand experlencev

,fear r-and danger

Clark, Ann Ni, Secret of the Andes. Viking, 1952. 'Grades 6 - up.

Newbery Medal, 1953. High in a mountain valley, Cusi lives

with an old Indian herder and learns the traditions and lore

of his people, the Incas. In the face of extreme danger,

Cusi saves the precious Llama herd. See other Clark books.

Clemens, Samuel, Adventures of Tom Saw er. World Pub. (Rainbow

Classics) Grades 6 - up. A fictitious biography of boyhood

in Missouri. Mark Twain created Tom out of three boys he

knew. See also Adventures of Huckleberry na and Prince

and the Pauper.

Dalgleish, Alice, figalgtsilailallgje.. Scribner, 1954. Grades 3-5.
Eight-year-old Sarah accompanies her father to the Connecticut

wilderness of the 1700's and stays with an Indian family during

her father's absence.
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Daugherty, -James, Andiancf,-1 Lion. Viking; ,1938. Grades 2+ - 3.

The old story of Androcles and the lion is tcid in a modern

version. Andy put Is the thorn from the 1 ion's .paw .and makes

a friend for life. Sound film strip is available.
1 .

.

DeFoe, Daniel Robtnson-Crusoe.-, Hou6litoniiliiYersidd Ede. )

Grades 5 -77677771767Ture and fascinatingA.ale of ,a
shipwrecked mariner who lived alone on a desert Island off

= , the .east coast 'Of SouthAmer i ca. it, covers t

, w;'4-_

"04Jangilleindert,6Wheet onc,the'Schoc54. tiarper, 1954._ Grades 4 - up.

In a sea town in Holland, Tina, five boys, and their teacher
search frantically for wheels to put on the root so the stork

bui id-her nest. --

z I

DuBbtS, Willtamj Twenty-one Batloonsi_ .V41(ing, 1947.. Newbery Medal,

1948. Grades 6 - up., :Profeszor Sherman, wbOWanted to retire
_for a year's vacation in a balloon, landed on a volcanic

- 6 IS tand of , the' Patific..: HeAperved the islanders ways= and

! viewed a:,vo4Canit,eruption: BaSecl,ori7many;scientific facts.

milistiffor.-themature.:Ireader-:- D !=-1

DuSoe, Robert, Three Without Fear. Longmans, 1947. Grades 6 - up.

DaVe:.RogerFTTTITIET574170e.d_ is _di scovered by , two Indian

c Hel joins' them' on their: dangerous- journey,:to Santo

Tbmat4=' , :

George, Jem, M Side of the Mountain. Dirri-on, 1959. Grades 4-6.

Sam".Gri b ey: tol 1s of hi year '1 i n' the Catski II Momnta I ns

','"inFa'treeAbuse-[earning about- nature.- , Lewis Carroli Award,

1965. 4

Hawes, Charles, The Dark Frigate. Little, 1934; Newbery Medal,

1924. Grades-' 6 0- Up. A seventeenth century pirate story.
- . ^ ,

Ho! Hot rig C4,= Paddle .10 the .Sea: ,1941. , Grades 4-6.

i*cante: :Carved by an lindiani bOy :travels 'for -four years

through the Great Lakes andt,the St. Lawrence to, the ,Atlantic.

See also Minn of the Mississippi.
,

Kipling; Rudyar% gat2luLgatuaunlai DO-ubleday,.71897. Ar.ades 6 - up.

-L1,1.*! -A! spoildd 'sdn of arr American m1.14 -,Iona i re i s; washed 'overboard

off the Newfoundland bankgrand is picked:up-bv.a ashing
schooner. He is forced to share the life and labor of the

- 'crew'. LL' .

te." 4, '1 _

-EfEngt6';i Madelv=460, The Mobn.by :=Ariel! Books,- 1963'.

Grades 6 - up. Vicky Austin goes .camping.Mi.thAer,family on

a trip to California. They have many adventures in the
rriti oha [Ipekd !onl-the wAyi_ trod)._ gOnnecti cut to Porn

,

1 cC kotis key; Robart, Blueberries for Sal ! Viking, 1948i: -Grades 2-3.

The--'acWentliresi of a littte,-birl-and..a baby, bear :wh e hunting

for blueberries.
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MacDonald, Golden, The Little Island. Doubleday, 1346. .Grade 3.

A kitten learns the secret of being an island from a fish.
Pictures show changes of seasons.

Melville, Herman, Mob Dick. Dodd, 1922. Grades 6 - up.
The'whaler 'Pequod and her .crew scour the Seven Seas In

mad pursuit.of the Vito whale, Moby Dick.

Nordhoff, Charles, 112ilily on the Bount Little, 1932. Grades 6 - up.
An exciting no/iT-05T the sea, based on the strange history of
H.M.S. Bounty which set sail from England_in 1787 pound for
Tahiti.

O'Dell, Scott, Island of the Blue Dolalio., Houghton, 1960.

Grades 6 -7711iIs is the courageous story of an Indian
girl who spent eighteen years alone on an Island during-,

the 1800's. Newbery Medal book.

Potlard, Madeleine,.Bearn the Proud. Holt, 1962. Grades 6 - up.

Bearn Is the son of a Viking sea king., ,He-,captures a gCrl

during a raid on en Irish,village..-, She alds-Alim-in trouble

through good sense and christian kindness.

Rankih,,Louise, Daughter of the Mountains. ,411Ung1-194%-,
Grades 6 - up. A- Tibetan girl- makes a long journerom her
wild mountain home to the coast of India in search,of her

stolen dog.
A ,

;Rutgers, Anna, Avalanche. MOfrow, 1058. Grade9- 6,-

Best book-of-the-year award in Holland,Jhe adventures of
a Swiss boy who, when trying to rescue a group of war
orphans, gets caught in an avalanche.

Sauer, Julia, Mike's House. Viking,-.1954. Grade -3.

A story about four-y9ar-old Robert to whom the
library is. 'Mike's House'. He becomes, Jost

storm -and tries to find his way to .the library

of- a policeman and wai7tress4 i;

public
a- snow -,

with the aid

Sawyer, Ruth, Roller Skates. Ming, 1936.-GFades 5 - up. Newbery
Medal , 1937. For one ,year] :Lucinda was. able-to tour New .York

City on roller skates.', Her adventures gi.ve.-a :good background

fOr N.Y.C. during the 18901s.1 : , .

Seredy, Kate, Tree for Peter. Viking, 1941. Grades 4 --up.
The little lame boy of shanty town is seen by a boy in a

Pullman car who never forgets,the urge to :do:spmethillvfor

unfortunate.people.-

Sperry, Armstrong, Call It Courage., Macmi.lianj 1940.
. Newbery Medal,

1941. Mafatu, a young Polynesian, was afraid of the sea. His

people through-their indifference drove him to 'raven, alone.
Through This he overcameHhis-foars to beoomeNafatui Stout

Heart.
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Stevenson, Robert Louis, Treasure Island. Scribner. Grades 6 - up.

Pirates, mutiny, and a search for buried treasure make this
a must for adventure stories.

Swift, Jonathan, Gulliver's Travels. World Pub. (Rainbow Classics)

Grades 6 - up. Gulliver takes some very extrac inary voyages

into strange nations and encounters some amazing creatures.

Treffinger, Carolyn, L-iLurfCourae. Abingdon, 1947.
Grades 6 - up. A Chinese boy refuses to go on his first

fishing voyage. His father punishes him by making him plant

rice on a distant mountain top.

Ullman, James, 3anner in the Sky. Lippincott, 1954. Grades 6 - up.

Rudi Matt and Captain Winter believed the Citadel .could be
climbed. Rudi joins Captain Winter's party in making the

assault.

Wilson, Lean, Ihispuagy.. Watts, 1950. Grades 4-6.

The adventures of ten-year-old Cody, a Tennessee mountain
boy, and his friends. See also _.......2y4CIodThisBidLarliss.

Wyss, Johann David, Swiss Family Robinson. World Pub. (Rainbow

Classics), Grades 5 - up. -A fantistic family being ship-

wrecked on a desert island. They live in a tree house.

BIOGRAPHY

Aulaire, Ingri D', Abraham Lincoln. Doubleday, 1957. Grades 3-4.

All the essential facts of Lincoln's life are included in this

biography for younger children. Ca 1 decott Award, 1940. See

also Benjamin Fr..11..in,ani

Commager, Henry, America's Robert E. Lee. Houghton, 1951. Grades

6 - up. The story of the great Confederate general, his
childhood, his West Point career, and his military genius.

Dalgleish, Alice; The Columbus Storv_. Scribner, 1955. Grades 4-5.

A meaningful account of the life of Columbus with events most

interesting to children. Planned for reading aloud.

Daugherty, James, Daniel Boone. Viking, 1939. Newbery Medal, 1940.

Grades 6 - up. The adventures of Daniel Boone with pioneer

flavor and authenticity.

Eaton, Jeannette, The Lively Man0 Ben Franklin, Morrow, 1948.

Grades 6 - up. Ben Fran klinfs career as printer, author,

postmaster, ambassador of the colonies to France and repre-

sentative to England is traced.

Forbes, Esther, America's Paul Revere. Houghton, 1946. Grades 6 - up.

Paul Revere's strong personality is integrated into the social,
economic and political situations surrounding him in colonial

and revolutionary Boston.
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Graham, Shirley, Dr. 92211122i22212119namer. Messner, 1944.

Grades 6 - up. How a sickly son of a slave girl became a

distinguished scientist.

Holbrook, Stewart, America's Ethan Allen. Houghton, 1949. Grades

6 - up. Allen was a natural leader and fighter. His duds

are told in this dramatic book.

Hunt, Mabel, Better Knower as Johnny Aulessel. Lippincott, 1950.

Grades 6 - up. Life of John Chapman, pioneer, missionary,

and apple-lover. Includes many of the legends which surround

his name.

Judson, Clara Ingram, Andrew Jackson, Frontier Statesman. Follette,

1954. Grades 6 up. Andrew Jacksonis boyhood, his life as a

lawyer, planter, soldier and statesman are included in this
biography. See other Judson biographies.

Kennedy, John F. Profiles in Courage. Harper, 1964. Grades 6 - up.

Young readers edition of the collection of biographies of men
John F. Kennedy thought to be great.

Latham, Jean, Carry On, Mr. Bowditch. Houghton, 1955. Newbery Medal,

1956. Grades 6 - un. Nathaniel Bowditch educated himself about

the sea and ships. ie proves to be an able navigator when he

later goes to sea.

Lenski, Lois, Indian Captive: The Story ofliary'Jemison. Lippincott,

1941. Grades 6 - up. Tells the experiences of Mary Jemison,
a white child, who was captured by the Indians in 1758, and taken

from her Pennsylvania home to a Seneca village in New York state.

McNeer, May, Armed with Courage. Abingdon, 1957. Grades 6 - up.

Biographies of seven men and women who had physical and
spiritual courage; Florence Nightingale, Father Damien,
George Washington Carver, Jane iddams, Wilfred Grenfell,
Mahatma Gandhi, and Albert Schweitzer.

Meigs, Cornelia, invincible Louisa. Little, 1933. Newbery Medal,

1934. Grades 6 - up. A biograph picturing Louisa M. Alcott

in the midst of her family and friends.

Nolan, Jeannette, The Story of Clara Barton of the Red Cross.

Aessner, 1941. Grades 6 - up. Clara Barton's fcrceful and

courageous character and achievements are portrayed against
a background of Civil War days.

Sandburg, Carl, Abe_iinsGrows1&. Harcourt, 1928. Grades 6 - up.

Early life of Abe Lincoln before he becomes president.

Shirerp.William, The Rise and Fall of Adolf Hitler. Random House,

1961. Grades 6 - up. gitler's early life, his rise to power,
and his establishment o: Germany's New Order, the collapse of
Germany, and his death are traced in this book.
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Swift,.Hildegarde, Railroad to Freedom. Harcourt, 1932. Grades 6 - up.
Harriet Tubman is a Negro and manages to escape to freedom and
helps over 300 of her own people to freedorti through the
underground railway.

Yates Elizabeth, Amos Fortune, Free Man. Aladdin, 1950. Newbery
-Medal, 1951. Amos Fortune was born free in Africa, but sold
into slavery in America in 1725. He was finally able to
purchase freedom for himself and several others.

FAMILY

Alcott, Louisa, Little Women. .CrOwell. Grades 6 - up.
The struggles, fun, and romance of five sisters of long ago.
See-also other'Alcott books.

Arora, Shirley, What Then, Raman? Follette, 1960. Grades 6
A. boy of modern. India is the first in his family:to learn to
read. He teaches his sister to read, and assumes the responsi-
bilities that go*with it. t,,

Burton, Virginia, Little House. Houghton, 1942. Grades 3-4.
The happy little house on the hilt becomes sad-wheh the city
grew up around her. Finally, the great-great grandchildren
of the people who built the hoUse moved her to the-country
again.

Carlson, Natalie, Family under the Bridge. Harper, 1958. Grades 4-5.
The children who lived under the bridge in Paris met Armand.
In no time his life changed from a solitary one to-one with
a ready family.

Clark, Ann Nolan, In My Mother's House. Viking, 1951. Grades 3-4.
This story of the day-to-day life of a Pueblo lndiam child in
the Southwest has significance forall children..

Daringer, Helen, Adopted Jane. Harcourt,_1947e, Grades: 4 -5.
The little orphan, Jane, chooses the family with,mhom she
wants a permanent home. Her adventures of adapting to the
new' way of, living

Dodge, Mary, Hans 'Brinker or the Si.lver,Skates. Scribner Illus.
Classic. Grades 5-8. The strange fascination of Holland with
its windmills and dykes is pictured in this story of Hans and
Gretel and the winning-of the silver skate's.'

Enright, Elizabeth, The.Satutdays. Rinehart, 1941. Grades 4-5.
The four Melendy children take successive turns is spending
all of their allowances. Each having one Saturday to spend
it leads to four unusuali'deiightful.adventures.

Enright, Elizabeth, Thimble Summer. Farrar; 938. Newbary Medal,
1939. Grades 5 - up. Life on,a Wisconsin farm of today.
Garnet finds a silver thimble in a dried-up creek bed which
leads to magic and a rollicking summer.
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Estes,, Eleanor, Hundred Dresses. Harcourt, 1944. Grades 4-6.
Wanda, a pd37151771n7Wir wore a clean, faded blue dress
and when teased by her friends would say, "I got a hundred

dresses." See also the other Estes books.

Faulkner, Georgene, Nielint. Messner, 1945. Grades 4-5.

Federal Housing Project for Negroes in Boston is the setting

for Melindy's wonderful year, She won a medal even though
she was a girl.

Fish, Helen, When the Root Children Wake U Lippincott, 1941.

Grades 2+ - . This mar can e an of a German picture
book tell- how the "root" children wake up in their under-
ground ht....e and appear as flowers in the spring. Can be

used as motivation for creative activity with root words.

Gates, Doris, Blue Willow. Viking,' 1940. Grades 5 - up.
Janey has a most cherished pcissession,'a blue willow plate.

A story of a poor migrvnt family in California. The blue

willow is finally placed on the mantle of their first "real
home":

Gates, Doris, Sensible Kate. .Viking,.1943, Grades 4-5.

Kate, an orphan, is adopted by two people who needed
someoL., who was sensible. This leads to a life of

pleasant surprises. For the mature reader because of

the aiiult view point.

Haywood, Carolyn, "B"is for Betsy. Harcourt, 1939. Grades 3-4.

-A story of a little American girl and her experiences during
her first year of school and her summer vacation on a farm.
See, also, Primrose Day, and Penn and Peter.

Krumgold, Joseph, And Now Miguel. Crowell,.1953. Newbery Medal,

1954. Grades 6 - up. Miguel, whose family has lived on a
sheep-raising farm in New Mexico for generations, has a
secret_vish.to go with the men of his family to the Sangre

de Cristo Mountains.

Lattimore, Eleanor, Little Pear. Harcourt, 1931. Grades 4-5.

He is a mischievous five-year-old Chinese boy. He had a

-compelling adventure and decided never again to run away
from home.

-L'Engle, Madeleine, Meet the Austins. Vanguard, 1960. Grades 6 - up.

A present-day story of the family of a country doctor as told
by the twelve-year-old daughter during a year when a spojled
young orphan comes to-live with them:

Lenski, Lois, Strawberry. Girl. Lippincott, 1945. Newbery Medal,

1945. Grades 4-6. Life in the Florida flatwoods is described
in this story of a girl whose industrious family makes its

living raising strawberries..
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Lewis, Elizabeth, Young Fu of Ihelleper Yangtze. Winston, 1932.

Newbery Medal, 1933. Grades 6 - up. Young Fu, a country

' boy in China, goes tojjve in Chungking with ,his widowed

mother. He becomes a-' coppersmith apprentice.. 7

Milhous, Katherine, Theg.9.9L'et. Scribner, 1950, Grades ,2+ - 3.

A book about a group of children taking part in a Pennsylvania

Dutch Easter egg'hunt._

Reyher, Rebecca, M Motheer is the Most Beautiful Woman in the World.

Lathrop, 1945. Grades 3-4. A Russian folk'tale.whIch

describes a little lost girl. This charming tale Illustrates

the fact that beauty to a_childis,synonymous with "much-loved."

Seredy, Kate, Good Master..:Vikingi,1935. .Grades 6 -.up.
A "lively " young "'girl from Buliapest,goes:ta live on her

uncle's farm. Good background for people and customs of the

Hungarian plains. o

Sorenton, VirginUa, Miracles, on: Maple HUM Harcourt,L1956.
Grades 6 - up. Newbery Medal, 1957. Ten-year-fold Marty,

who believes in miracles, and her family move to Maple Hill

'in hopes that the outdoor life would2help her'father.. This

book tells of the miracles that happsn throughout the year,
and how the family draws together again in understanding arid

happiness.

Spyri, Johanna; Heidly World Pub. (RaLnbow Cl-assicsi Grades

The joyous nature of a Swigs mountain. girls wins the affection'

of her old grandfather and all who knew her.

Taylor, Sydney, All-of-a-Kind Family.. Follett, 1951. Grades 4-5.

Genuine, delightful family adventure of fUve'littlejewigh
girls' who grow up in New York's lower East side before the war.

Unnerstad, Edith, The Spettecake Holiday. Macmillan, 1958.

Grades 4-5. A story about ajarmi summer insouthern Sweden.

Wi6gin; Kate, Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm. Houghton, 1925.

Grades 6 *- up.. High spirited Rebecca comes 'to live,with

her old-maid aunts. The effect of hersunny personality

changes the gloomy house.
,

Wilder, L. I.i Little House in the Big Woods.',Harper; 1953.

Grades 4-6. The author, writ of her life In ptorieer

Wisconsin at the edge of the "Big Woods." 'See.also_tthe

other Wilder books.

Worth, Kathryn, They Loved-to Laugh.' Doubleday, 1942. Grades 4 - up.

'The story of a Southern Quaker family during the 1830's, of

fiveifun-loving boys and an orphan -girl mho 'came to' live with

them.
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HISTORY

Baumann, Hans, The World of.,the Pharaohs. Pantheon Books, 1960.

Grades 6 - up. A thirteen-year-old.son of an archaeologist

makes friends with an old Egyptian who answers his questions
about Egypt's history in a fascinating way.

Daugherty, James, Of Courage_ Undaunted: Across the Continent with

Lewis and Clark. Viking, 1951. Grades 6 - up. The Lewis

and Clark expedition of 1804 with vision, curage, and spirit

-of adventure.

_Fitch, Florence, One God1 the Ways We Worship Him. Lathrop, 1944.

Grades 6-9. This description of fhe ways of worship of

Jews, Catholics, and Protestants. is both objective and

reverent and should go far toward promoting better understanding.

Heyerdahl, Thor. Kon-Tiki. Across the Pacific by Raft. Rand-McNally,

1950. Grades 6 - up. A voyage rom Peru to the Polynesian

Wands on a balsa,wood raft. This is the best editiontin

England.

McCloskey, .Robert, Time of Wonder. Viking, 1957. Grades 4-5.

A narrative, interest in the natural and human world of a

'Maine _island. No plot.

VanLoon, Hendrik Willem, The Story of Mankind. Liveright, 1951.

Newbery Medal, 1922. Grades 6 - up. The story of universal

history from prehistoric times to the present.

HISTORICAL FICTION

Adams, Samuel, The Pony Express. .Random House, 1950. Grades 6 - up.

The story of the Pony Express from its lormation through its

thrilling nineteen months of operation.

denary -lsbert, Margot, The Ark. Harcourt, 1953. Grades_6 - up.

The Lechow family after nine months of moving from refugee
camps settle in Western Germany. There is a warmth and tender-

. ness within this family as 'they make their new home in an old

'street .car,

Bennett, John, Master Skylark. Grosset, 1924. Grades 6 - up.

An Elizabethan tale about a'boy hero who has a marvelous
voice and is carried off by 'a company of touring players to

'London.

Brink, Carol, Caddie Woodlawn. Macmillan, 1935. Newbery Medals

1936. -Grades 4-5. Life on the Wisconsin frontier in the

1860!s-becomes very real and vivid in this story of,tomboy

Caddie and her two brothers. Good reading aloud for ?;rd grade.

Burchard, Peter, Jed, Coward-McCann, 1960. Grades 6 - up.

Jed, a Yankee soldier of 16, rescues a small boy. He finds

friendship and comfort from the supposed enemy. Unique

realistic war story.
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Caudill, Rebecca, Free of Freedom. Viking, 1949. Grades 6 - up.
Thirteen-year-old Stephanie and her brother Noel begin a new
life on rich new land in Kentucky. They try to bring beauty

to their home despite fears of Indians.

Cooper, James F., The Last of the Mohicans. Dodd. Grades 6 - up.

Story of the French and Indian War which depicts the life
of frontiersmen and savages in New York.

DeAngeli, Marguerite, The Door in the Wall. Doubleday, 1949.

Newbery Medal, 1950. G ades 4-6. Adramatic story of Robin,
a crippled sc.-I of a great lord, who overcomes his disabilities

and eventually wins his knighthood by a courageous act.
Setting - 13th Century England. See other DeAngeli books.

Deiong, Meindert, ise.o......ULy......TheHoLdFathers, Harper, 1956,

Grades 6 - up. Xrealistio story of China during the time of
+he Japanese irvasion,

Edmonds, Walter, Matchlock Gun. Dodd, 1941. Newbery Medal, 1942.
Grades 4-6. Ten-year-old'Edward uses an old Spanish gun to
protect his family from Indians, This story, of lifeinear

-Albany In the 18th Century, to a tragic incidentin the
life of a colonial family.'

Ellsberg, Edward, I Have Just Begun, to Fight. Dodd, 1942.
Grades 6 - up. A fictionized story 9f John Paul Jonesr
the sea-rover and naval hero.. -

Forbes, Esther, Johnny Tremain, Houghton, 1943. Newbery Medal, 1944.

Grades 6 - up. He is a young Boston apprentice during the
Revolutionary War. His episodes_in,growing up at war time.

Friti, Jean, apdy. Coward - McCann,' 1960. ' Grades 6 - up.

Pennsylvania's Washington County during 1836. They are
betteriy divided on the slavery issue. Concerns the
Undergrodnd Railroad. ,_ A,

Gray, Elizabeth, Adam of the Road. Viking, 1942. Newbery Medal, 1943.

Grades 6 - up. A minstrel, and his son, Adam, wandered through
southeastern England in the thirteenth century.

Hoff, Carol, Johnny, Texas:7! Follett, 950. :Grades. 45.

The young son, Johnnyi' becomes Americanized. -The German

family builds a life in the new land by homesteading during
1834,'

Holbrook, Stewart, Aatitshal. Randam House, 1956.
Grades 4-5. A factual account .of the experiences of Myatt
Earp. Included is a list of historical places in Tombstone
which may be seen today.
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Holling, Holling C. , ,Tree in the Trail. Houghton, 1942. .Grades 4-50

A Struggling cottonwood saTTITTrias helped by an Indian who

built a barricade to protect it from buffaloes. After it

died it was carved into a yoke for oxen who were used to lead

the trail to Sante Fe.

Johnson, Gerald, lLiciara2evsti. Miorrow, 1960. Grades 6 - up.

Covers the period between, the Continental Congress in 1789
and 1917 when Wilson asked Congress to declare war on Germany. .

See also other Johnson cooks - vie of the trilogy.,

Keith, Harold,. Rifles for Watie. Crowell, i957. Newbery Medal, 1958.

Grades 6 - up. Jeff Bussey expected the Civil War to be grand
adventure, but hardships and dangers give the boy a new sympathy

for all victims of war.

Kelly, Eric, The trumpeter of Krakow. Macmillan, 1928. Newbery

Medal, 1929. Grades 6 - up. An adventure and mystery fills

this story of greed when a boy sacrifices the gold inheritance

to .save the

Lampman, Evelyn, 11.2229.29n. Doubleday,' 1953. Grades-6 - up.

A girt and boy-share exciting covered wagon, experiences as
their families journey to Oregon territory and set up the first

tree nursery.

McGrawvEloise,Ihe Golden Goblet. Coward-McCann, 19610 Grades 6 - up.

Tells of the pursuit of graverobbers who have stolen the goblet
from the Pharaoh's tomb. Details are given of the goldsmith's

craft in making beautiful objects for Egypt's tombs.. .

McSwigan, Marie,- Snow Treasure. Dutton, 1942. Grades

Setting: early Nazi occupation of Norway. The children

manage to get gold blocks out of Norway by fastening them

under their sleds0

Meadowcraft, Enid, Ltac.L.etRail.joy.. 'Crow91.1,1948. ,Grades 6 - up.

Jim loses his certificate of freedom in Chicago in 1860, and

is stolen intd a slave State. loyal white friend Dave

finds him and shares the dangers of the .homeward trip' on

the Underground'.

Meadowcraft, Enid, The Gift df the River. Crowell, 1937. Orades.6 ,up.

A history of anaient Egypt for young readers.
.

Meigs, Cornelia, The Willow Whistle. Macmillan, 1931..T.Grades 475.

A girl of the Ameican fi.ontier becomes friends with some
Indians. Thiswas gooa, when the new school house was fired

on by unfriehdly-Indiaifs.

Menotti, Gian Carlo, Amahl andiVisitor. McGraw, 1952.
Grades 4 - up. A crippled shepherd boy entertains the Wise

Men on the way to Bethlehem. He sends a gift to the Christ

Child and receives a gift in return.
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Morrow, Honor e, 22.22.22291, Morrow, 1946. Grades 6 - up.
John Sager moves to Oregon in 1844 in a covered wagon.
He was orphaned, tut continued on his way with his younger
brothers and sisters.

Pyle, Howard, Men of Iron. Harper, 1891. Grades 6 - up.
In the days 6TTallry IV, Miles is training for knighthood and
vanquishes his enemy as wolf as his father's. Sse other Pyle

books.

Speare, Elizabeth, The Bronze Bow. Houghton, 1961. Newbery Medal,

1962. A young Jewish rebel sets, out to avenge his parents

death by murdering as many Roman soldiers as he can. He is

then won over to the Christian faith.

Steele, William, The Perilous Road. Harcourt, 1958. Grades 6 - up.

Chris, who lived in the Tennessee mountains, could not understand
why his brother joined the Union army. His anger for the Union

army grows, but he finally realizes that even a Union soldier
may be a decent man.

Steele, 0., The Year of- the Bloody Sevens. Harcourt, 1963.

Grades 5-7. Kelsey Bond is an eleven-year-old boy during
the Indian ,massacres of_t777. He Journeys through the
wilderness alone to meet his father at Loganis Fort, Kentucky.

Syme; Balboa: ice of the Pacific. Morrow, 1956.

Grades' 4-5. Tells of Balboa's explorations in Heti, South
America and how it led him to the Pacific Ocean.

Wheeler, Opal, ........2....-IisLittlStehenFosterwera. Dutton, 1941.

Grades 4-5. Gives full details of his life which has influenced

the writing of his more famous songs.

Wibberley,-Leonard, atagaptain from. Salem. Ferrari Straus, 1961.

Grades 6 - up. During the Revolution Captain Manly was sent

by Ben Franklin to the French for aid to the colonies.
Exciting battles at sea.

HUMOR

Bishop, Claire, Five Chinese Brothers. McCann; 1938. Grades 2-3

Five Chinese brothers who look exactly alike find their
similarity very helpful in outwitting 'the executioner:, An

OlctChineselale.

Claire, Pancakes Paris. Viking, 1947.. Grades 4-5.
A post-war French family is headed by Charles, the ten-year-old.
He receives a box of pan -cake mix which leads hiM to the
American Embassy for someone to translate the directions.

Bro,ve, L.' Leslie, Johnny Crow's Garden. Warne, 1903. Grades'

2+ - 4. Thc, animal friends who came to Johnny Crow's garden
4ire interesting personalEties introduced in nonsense rhyme.
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Breenhoff, Jean de, Story of Babar. Random House, 1933. Grades 3-4.

Babar, a little elephant, ran away from the jungle to live with
a lady in Paris. His cousins visit him and when he returns
with them, he is chosen king of the Jungle. Most editions are

presented in cursive writing.

Bond, Michael, A Bear Called Paddington. Houghton, 1960. Grades 4-5.

An English speaking bear from Perie is adopted by human parents

in London. Excitement and humor runs high.

Burton; tOrginia, Mike Mulligan and His Steam Shovel. Houghton, 1939.

Gm', 3. Mike Mulligan remains faithful to his steam shovel

against the new gas and Diesel-engine machines.

Clark, Margery, Ths Poppy Seed Cakes. Doubleday, 1924. Grades 2-4.

About an aunt and two four-year-old children who came from
Russia witi) a bag full of pretents,

Cleary, Beverly, Henry and the Clubhouse. Morrow, 1962. Grades 3-5.

Henry is all boy in his envalued life which included his paper
route, clubhouse, and Beezus. Ribsy, the dog, is here too.

,See other Cleary books.

Fenner, Phyllis, Time to Lau ht Funny Tales from Here and There.

Knopf, 1942. Grades 4-5. Forty famous stories from all over

the world from America to Yugoslavia.

Gannett, Ruth Stiles, My Father's grai6D, Random House, 1948.

Grades 3-4. Tells how a.little boy rescues a dragon from the

island inhabitants.

Garrett, Helen, An92121ItelltugLIN: 0 e. .Viking, 1944. Grade 3.

A story of a little boy who needs to, get dressed for his sister's

wedding but doesn't want to take a bath. The soldiers put

him in a tub and scrub him with a brush. Good background of

Mexico.

Geisel, T. Seuss, And to Think That I Saw It on Mul berry Street.

Vanguard, 1937. Grades 2+ - 3. In a small boy's mind, a

plain horse and cart on Mulberry Street grow into a circus

bandwagon drawn by an elephant and two griffes. Dr. Seuss'

other books are favorites too.

Gramatky, Hardie, Hercules. Putnam, 1940., Grade 3.

The story of an old-fashioned fire engine who becomes a hero

and saves City Hall.

Hale, %ucretia, Peterkin Papers. Houghton, 1924. Grades 5 - up.

The irresponsible Peterkin family get into strange difficulties

while trying to achieve wisdom. The humor runs high.

Kahl, Virginia, The Dutchess Bakes a Cake, Scribner, 1955. Grade 3.

A story of 1 Dutchess who baked a cake but found it was so

light she rose with it and couldn'g get down.
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Kahl, Virginia, Plum. Pudding for Christmas. Scribnerr 1956.
Grade 3. The Dutchess and her 13 daughters must mike plum
pudding for the King but there are no plums.

Krumgold, Joseph, Onion John. Crowell, 1959. Newbery Medal, 1960.
Grades 6 - up. This humorous and compassionate story of a
poor boy and a peddler.

Lindgren, Astrid, N22.ila2s_toclg.<in. Viking, 1950. Grades 4-5.
Pippi, a tomboy, lives with her horse and monkey next door
to two nice childr6n. Her strength is extraordinary and she
can perform many noble and ignoble feats.

McCloSkey, Robert, Homer Price. Viking, 1943. Grades 4-5.
In a small midwestern town of Centerburg, Homer Price struggles
With a ferocious doughnilt machine. khilarious portrayal of
a small midWestern town*.

McCloskey, Robert, Lentil;' Viking, 1940. Grades 3-4.
A story of a Midwest boy who can't carry a tune but learned
to play a harmonica which was a saving grace-in a time of a
civic crisis.

McCioskey,'Robert, Centerburq Tales. Viking, 1951. Grades 6 - up.
A sequel to Homer Price. Preposterous things happen in Centerburg.
Film available.

Moore, Clement C., Night before Christmas. Houghton:. Grades 3+.
One of the most famous and best loved poemS. Do not fail to
see the Grandma Moses illustrated edition.

Piper, Watty, Little En ine that Could. Piatf, 1954.- Grades 2+.
Little Blue Engine, with determined effort, helped to pull
the cargo over the mountain. L.

Robertson, Keith, Henry' Reed, tnc.. 1958.-: Grades_ 6 - up.

A funny story' of the summer events.invOlving=an inventive
boy and i neighbor' -girl .

Sandburg, Carl, Rootabaga Stories. Harcourt. Grades 6 - up.
Collection of nonsensefank.iful stories. A satire on our
social order.

Seus,'-br:,i And' to Think That 1 Saw It-on Mu berry Street.
Vanguard, 1937: Gi-ade 3. In a small boy's imagination
a plain horse and cart gradually grow into a circus bandwagon
drawn by an elephant and two giraffes.

Seuts,- Dr., HortonalestheE. Random Houses 1940; Grade 3.
Horton, 'the elephant, .guardslatird's -egg through many trials
that his final *triumph is most gratifying. -` 1-!
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Steele, William, cet-DavCrocite. Harcourt, 1956.,,

Grades 4-5. Davy findsshis bears but strugg!es with a comet

and an earthquake.

,Stolz, Mary, Belling the Tiger: Harper, 1961.. Grades 375.,

Two mice are chosen to be thelfibuse cat. In fleeing from the
cat they find themselves aboard a ship; disembarking-in a

.strange land,.they have an adventure with a.lion whd turns

out to be friendly.

Travers, Pamela, Mary Poppinst Harcourt, 1934. Grades 4-7.

Mary POppinsi nursemaid for he Bank's famfy, blew in.with

the East Wind. Jane and Michael never knew a dull moment

'while' she was arouhd. See also other Mary Poppins books;,

lingerer, Toml, Crictor. Harper, 1958. Grade 3.

A story of a domestic snake and how he captures a_burglar..

.LEGENDS --

Bowman, James,,Pecos Bill. Whitman, 1937.. Grades 5+nup.
Mightiest of all cowboys, Pecos' Bill is the, egendary hero
whose tales of achievement were related during.4)rairie camp

_fires frontier days. For the more mature .readerl,

Buff, Mary, haitmoithe Arrow. HOUghton,1951:_. Grade's 4-5.

The story of William Tell and the Swiss struggle for freedom
against,the Austrian tryant, Gesslerils told by;an eleven -

year -old. boy,, Wafter.

Pyle, Howard, Merr Adventures of Robin Hood of Great Renown in

IslOttinphamshiree Scribner, ,1946: %Grades5 -,up.-

Hood and his.men had many: high, adVenturetwith,theking's
foresters while robbing the rich to help. the-poor.,-,-

Rounds, ,Glent.W.E. Holiday, ,1949. .Grades 4-5.
Subtitle,is."Being,a true. account of-theseemiiig.iy%incredible

exploits and inventions of the:Great poi, BunyanilSee also
other Rounds books,

-

mYsTERy

Berna, Paul, The Horse without
.Grades 6 l4 gang of

and mystery thrO4dh-fheir
horse, *

aHead. PantheonBooks, 1958.
children -in Paris,lind,adventure
headless,-iron-44-eled, wooden

. . :a .

Burnett, Frances, Secret Garden. Lippincott, 1949. Grades 5 -

The story of a little Shut-in of the English moors., His-

little cousins teaches hill, the value Of fresh air, interest,

sunshine and work. She also, finds, the answer to, "Was my

aunt really murdered?
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Doyle, Sir Arthur, Adventures of Sherlock Holmes. Harper, 1892.

Grades 6 - up. Several of the famous mysteries are successfully

solved by the great detective and his partner, Watson.

DuBois, William, The Three Policemen. V!king, 1960. Grades 4-5.

A detective story about how three policemen and/or clever young

Bottsford solve the mystery of the stolen fishing nets.

Gates, Doris, 212.221112AltacEy. Viking, 1962. Grades 5 - up.

Mrs. Cary is a widow and not at all expecting the high

adventures with Brad, her twelve-year-old nephew and the cat

who can talk. They solve the parakeet smuggling mystery.

Jewett, Eleanore, Hidden Treasure of Glaston. Viking, 1946.

Grades 6 - up. Two boys try to find great treasures related

to the life and death of King Arthur in an ancient abbey in

medieval England.

Jones, Ruth, Boy of the Pyramids. Random House, 1952. Grades 4-6.

Kaffe, a 10 year old wealthy Egyptian boy, buys a slave girl

who becomes his playmate. They capture a robber who is

stealing jewels from a tomb.

Judson, Clara, Green Ginger Jar. Houghton, 1949. Grades 6 - up.

Chinese-American life in Chicago. Twelve- year -old Ai-mel and

her elder brother try to change some of the parent's old-

country ideas.

Nordstrom, Ursula, TheSecre. Harper, 1960. Grades 4-5.

An enjoyable story telling of the experiences of two eight-

year-old girls at boarding school.

Rugh, Belle, Crystal Mountain. Houghton, 1955. Grades 5 - up.

An English girl. and four American boys are in the Lebanon

mountains north of Palestine. They become invalued in the

mystery of an abandoned house and the secret of its former

occupant.

Speare, Elizabeth, The Witch of Blackbird Pond. Houghton, 1958.

Newbery Medal,-1959: Grades 6 - up. Kit Tyler visits her

Puritan aunt in colonial Connecticut. Her friendship with

Hannah, the witch of Blackbird-Pond causes a terrifying

witch hunt and trial.

Winterfeld, Henry, Detectives in Togas. Harcourt, 1956. Grade 6 - up.

A group of school boys in ancient Rome become involved in a mystery

when one of them is accused of having scrawled words in red

paint on the wall of a temple.
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MYTHS, LEGENDS, FAIRY TALES, AND FANTASY

Aesop, Fables of Aesop. Macmillan, 1950. Grades 4-5.
Includes a brief history of the fables. Joseph Jacobs
retells 82 of them.

Andersen Hans C., Andersen's Fairy_ Tales. World Pub., 1946.
Grades 5-6. One of the most famous creators of fairy tales for
the more mature reader. .Andersen's tales more morbid and
shocking than Grimm.

Andersen, Hans Cristlan, The Steadfast Tin Soldier. Scribner, 1953.
The adventures of a tin soldier and his love for a little
dancer. ..

Arabian Ni hts. Longmans, 1946. Grades 6 - up:
Collection of stories that relates the fables and romances
of Arabia and the East.

Bailey, Carolyn, Miss Hickory. Viking., 1946. Newbery Medal, 1947.
Grades 4-5. She Is a-country woman whose hickory-nut head
is set on top of an appiewood twig body. Humor for the mature
reader. Good for puppet.

Baldwin, James, Itejimlysflioland. Scribner, 1930. Grades 6 - up.
A story of the nephew of Charlemagne as a typical knight and
the greatest hero of the middle ages.

Barrie, Sir James, Peter Pan, Scribner.,. Grades 2+ - -5.

Wendy, John, and Michael' fly with Peter. Pan to Never Never

Land. Good read-aloud as well.. Good for dramatization,

Baum, L. Frank, The Wizard of Oz. Grosset, 1956. Grades 6 - up.
The adventures of Dorothy who in her dreams visits'the Emeral
City, meets the wonderful' Wizard of ,Oz, the, scarecrow, the

Tin Woodman, and the Cowardly Lion.

Benson, Sally, Stories of the Gods and Heroes. Dial Press, 1940.

Grades 6 - up. A collection of myths including tal,esiof the
Trojan War.

Bill, Helen E., Shoes Fit for a King; F. Watts, 1956. Grade 3.
Tells of what happened to two shoes who believed that they
were fit for a king.

Boston, Lucy, The Children of Green Knowe. Harcourt, 1955.

Grades 6 - up. A lonely little boy.visits his great-granny
and listens to her stories of three children who had lived
in the big house generations ago. These children become so
real to the boy that he thinks he sees and hears them.

Brown, Marcia, Stone Soup, Scribner, 1947. Grade 3.
The people in a French village hid all their food when they
heard soldiers were coming. The soldiers began to make soup
with water and stones and gradually the hidden vegetables
filled the pot.
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Bulfinch, Thomas, A, Book of Myths. -MacMillan; 1942. Grades .6 - up.

Thirty famous Greek myths. I 1 lustratiOns give it a more modern

approach. Outstanding collection.

Carroll, Lewis, Alice's-Adventuret. in 'Wonderland' and Throu'h'the

Looki*Gigg77Fasset. rades 4 - up. Two stories of a

little gi'rl's journeys into lands of enchantment are told

by an imaginative mathematician.

Clarke, :Pauline, Return of the Twelves. Coward-McCann, 1963:

Grades, 4 -7. Max; an eipht-year-old

toy in England finds 12 toy sOldiers in the attic. They once

belonged to the Bronte chtfdren and want to get back to them.

The 12's come "alive", and can communicate with Max. They

have -many adventures 'tbgether. English humor for' the-more

mature reader. A

L

CO NM; Padratc; The GoldenTleece. Madmillan, 1921. *Grades 6 - up.

Adventures of Jason, who sought the famous:96IderVfleece, and
other Greek heroes.

DeAngeli, MargUerile, Book of Nurser arid Mother 'Goose Rhymes.

Doubleday,' 1954.- Grades:3-4. '376 rhymes of which''Many are

old favorites. DeAngeli's illustrations add a Areat deal of

Charm. .7

De la Mare, Walter, A Penny a Day. Knopf,- 1960. -Grades, 6 - up.

A collection of six fairy tales _which include some out of

print and. 'some for_reading aloud varied 1-erigtht

and interest levels.-:

Estes, Eleanor, The WitCh Fartly:: Harcourt; 1960.' Grades 3-5.

_The Old Witch, the Little Witch Girl and Witch Baby are all
'created through,,the_ crayons' of Iwo_ little girls, Through

their imagi=nations the Aches take on an independent life
of the

--C-LiEarje"On;beanOr, The Little Bookroom. -1,1; `Z aIck; 1956
-Grades 3 -4. A collection of 27 'enjoyable stories -chosen

'by the 'aUthor 'from her own'Vritingi.
7

Field,,RachelHitty, Her First Hundred Years. Macmillan, 1937.

"NeWbery Medalii1930:-'Grades5 dol[i-tals
her life-froni.the;tecOrity'of an antique shop';', She gives

glimpses of the manners and modes of people arid . places she

has encountered.

Finger, Charles, Tales from:Sitver'- Lands. Doubleday,' 1924.

Grades 6 Newbery Medal;1925. Nineteen ,stories of

South Ameridan folklore, legends,. and fairy fates.

Gig, Wanda, Gone Is. Gone.' Coward- McCann, 1935. 'Grad's 3.

Fritzl was a .man who changed jobs with hig wife:and 'did the

housework. After much misery he vent back' to the fields.
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_Gannett, Ruth Stiles, The Dragons of Blueland. Random House, 1951.
Grades 3-4. g lmer and his pet dragon ,fly to the borne of the

dragon.

Gannett, Ruth St! Ipso_ Elmer and. the Dragon. Random House,. ,1950.

Grades 3r4. Adventures ofTElmer and his' pet dragon down in
the middle, .of the -ocean on -an island Inhabited by .escaped
canaries. ,, .

, .

Golden, ,Ramer, The Doll's House. Viking,- 1962. Grades 4-.5.
Two I 1 ttl e7617.1s. are in chaive- of -,an o I d English doll hbuSe.

tragedy _results in MarOpane _putiin a museum
where she belongs... see,-_,Goddent's,other ,books;

Jacob, .World.-Pub., (laInbow ,Class jc),-, 1945.
Grades 4-6. Wanda Gag has also illustratedlustrafied sedition of
these favorite stories. Grimm's tales are the more happy-ever-

- ,after than Andersen9_s which lend :themselves -tp;_bei-ng more,
morbid ;and _shocking,.;"

-1

Grimm, Jacob, The Shoemaker and the Elves. Scribner, 1960.

:Grades -.,34.;-A story of -a :poor shoemaker, -who..wps
sand; was- rewardeCbeOtise; -Of h 1 k 111dPos:st. , ;

r--t1.

Harris, J.-C., Uncle Remus. HoughtOn, 1955. Grades 5.-- 9.
The famous legends, songs, and sayings of Uncle Remus are

-3 - incl-uded 1.n this =.1)9(*.

Hasfprd, Dorothy ,,By His Own PiiightTLie Batt I.es of Beowu I f

Holt, 1947. Grades 6 - up. The .hero takes,-of-,peowulf, the
great warrior, who came to the aid of the ancient Danes and

slew the. monster,_Grendel and ;his tierce mother,
; . .;

,.

Hutchinson, .Verontqa, Chinni() orrStories. -,,pp,tnam,, 1925.

:Grades _4-5. A .poll,ectkon.,-.of ,1§), 411,, time favorites l;n fairy

tales ranging from Henry Penny to Cinderel.4.-.;..-,

I rving.,..Washington,-: Rip...Van Winkle and The Le end of _Slee .Hollow.

_ Macmj i Ian, 1951., Grades-6 lazy, dO nothing who

falls asleep for ,fwenti ye0s, p._.uand Inils 'that I i fe

is quite changed.

Jacobs, ,Joseph, ,Fab1 es , of ,Grades 4-6.

Ei.ghty-two _of_ the ;famous .-f ab les . are. se lected andand

...their history _traced.' . _;, .;!!

Jones, Elizabeth, Dsig. Macmillan, 1942. Grades 4-5.
A -humorous story ,of, a .1 i tt 1, a _g i r.l. who ,1-.1yedon f9u_rf74

.floor of a high sort ,of,7a_ in -the An ;,e,11, enters

her life and they are.v,isited by the

Kendall, Carol, .The GammacaCjal . Harcourt, -1959.i. Grades;

rta le -,of the Mi-nn.i pins, a , race of, sfil,01 :1-41(?P':14f 100, are

threatened with ;destru,eti3Ori, They, are saved ,by,.-,theefforts

of a few village people who show strength in the face of danger.
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Kingsley, Charles, The Water Babies. Houghton (Riverside Book-
shelf) Grades 4-5. Tom, a runaway chimney-sweep, is changed
into a waterbaby by the fairies. Presents lessons-of nature
and ethics.

Lager0, Selma, The Wonderful Adventures of Nils. Pantheon Books,
1947. Grades 6 - up.. Nils, astride the grey goose becomes
acquainted with Sweden and its mountains, valleys, birds,
animals, and its;customs and folk -lore.

Lang, Andrew, Longmans, 1948. Grades 4-5.
Thirty-three selections from world famous folklore, legends,
and fairy tales. Outstanding collections.

Lorenzini, Carlo, Adventures,of Pinocchio.: World Pub_(Rainbow
Classic) Grades 4-6. This Italian classic is a story of a
saucy little marionette who finally becomes,a real boy, ,

:MacDonald, George,' At the Back f the North-Wind. Macmillan.
Grades .6 - up, Fairy to of Diamond, the_ coachman's
little son, and his friendship with the North Wind who
appears to him in many:ways.

Malcomson, Anne, Yankee Doodle's Cousins. *Houghton, 1941.
Grades 6 - up. A collectlon of stories about real and
legendary people who have become national heroes of American
folklore.

Malari, Sir Thomas, The Boy's King Arthur. Scribner, 1917.
Grades 6 -,up. .A collection of Arthurian legends.

Massey, Jeanne, The Littlest Witch. Knopf, 1959. Grades 3-4.
The Littlest Witch would not play pranks, like the others
but they, decided to _let her stay with them: 74!

Merrill, Jean, The Superlative Horse. Scott, 1961. Grades 4-5.
A__ young lad,prodUces1 new horse and becomes, head groom in
China's greatest stables. Has great humor and great
dignity. An old classic.

Nic Leodhas, Sorchie, Heather and Broom. Holt, 1960. Grades 6 - up.
Collectidn of eight tales from the Scottish Njghlands.

. .

tiorton,; Mary, The Borrowers:;Harcourt, 1953. A. tiny family lives
beneath the floor of an.English.country house.,' They borrow
what they need from the residents.

Perrault, Charles, Cinderella. Scribner, 1954, Grades 2+ - 4.
The universal story translated from the French. Good for
dramatization

Perrault, Charles, Puss in Boots. Scribner, 1952. Grade 3.
Tells of a poor millers whose fortune was made by his
loyal cat's cleverness.
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Quigley, Lillian, The Blind Men and tkeLuatst. Scribnar,1959.
Grade 3. A picture-book about six blind men who disagree as

to what an elephant is like from touching one.

RoJankovsky, Feodor, The Tail Book of Mother Goose. Hamer, 1942.
Grade 3. A collection of about 100 familiar nursery rhymes.

.% See also........xTallEkLolausimf211121.
. . .

Robbins, Ruth, Baboushka and the Three Kin s. Parnassuf. Press, 1960.

Grade 3. An old Russian folk tale of Baboushkats meeting with
the three kings in search of the Babe of Bethlehem.

. .

Ruskin, John, King of the Golden River. World Pub. (Rainbow Classic)

Grade 4-6. This fairytale tells how the inheritaice lost by
cruelty was regained by love.

Saint Exupery, Antoine de, The Little Prince. Harcourt,1943.
Grade 6 - up. A story of a flier. who was forced down in the

Sahara and-.Meets the little Prince'of Asteroid who tells of his

..experiences on planets with men, flowers and animals.

Seuss, Dr., The 500 Hats of Bartholomew Cubbins. VangUard, 1938.

Grade 3. A story of what happened when Bartholomew Cubbins
couldn't take off this_hat before the king.

Tenggren, Gustav, leaven Mother Goose Book. . Warne. Grade 3.

A collection of old favorites with modern illustrations.

Thorne-Thomsen, Gudrunp.EastOt the Sun and West 01,theeMbon.
Row, 1946. Grade 4 -5. Twenty -five folk-takes, carefully

chosen from great Norwegian folklore. Outstanding collection.

Thurber, James, ,Many Moons. Harcourt, 1943. Grade.

Little Princess Lenare wants the moon and the oourt.jester is
the only one wise enough to get it for her.

-1

Uchida, Yoshiko, ng Folk Tales.

Harcourt, 1949. Grade 4-5. A' collection of J apamse folk tales.

SCIENCE

Adamson, Joy, Elea. Pantheon Books. 1961. Grade 4-5.

A true story of a lioness who was raised by a game warden and
his wife. They taught her to stalk and ,kill so she .could be

set free in the African Jungle.

Goudey, Alice, The Day We Saw the Sun Come lig. Scribner, 1961.

Grade 3. A story done in verse explaining day and 'night.

Holling, Holling C., Pa000....Houghtont 1957. Grade 4-5.

The book to the life cycle of the hermit crab and gives a
close-up of life-Of the tadpoIe.1



Liers, Emil, An
,Actual ac
live along
also other

Otter's Story. Viking, 1958. Grade 6 -. up.;,

fTrai567751N-Orter, his mate and their cubs who
the waterways of Michigan and Wisconsin. See
hiers books.
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Mowattfarley, Owls-in tteLary.nil. Little, 1961. Grades 4 -5.

Two owls are adopted by.a family and share adventyres of
family life and hunting.'

SCIENCE FICTION

Butterworth, ,Oliver, The'kOrmsg4S-Eqg. Little, -1 956. _Grade 4-5.

Nate Twitchell's hen, laid.a large, ,egg and a dinasaur hatched
leading to humorous adventures.

Heinlein, RoberiAsarIlLt_11132. Scribner, 1947: Grades 6 - up.
A,group-of:boys interestedinexperimenting, team up with an

, inventor absorbed in rocket airplanes - and reach the moon.

L'Engle, Madeleine, katclio1km.. Farrar, Straus, 1962.
Newbery Medal,,1963.. Grades 6 -, up. A story.thatIncorporates
the. concepts of .tiara extra- sensory perception and
inhabited plants,in.puter,space.,

MacGregor, Ellen, kallairaeialLaies.±,Q.Mara. McGraw, 1951.
Grades 4-5. 'Miss Pickerel! has strange .visitors ;ether ;home.
She takes off with thc, rocket's crew and has chuckling
adventures,- herself. ,

Verne, Jules, Igayabowr.i.kedisanct.tes Vflgeryhe Sea, Scri bner.

Grades 6 up. ,Captain ,Nemo and, his crew have a, fantastic
adventure in a Submar40.1

At

OTHER

Brown, Margaret W., Nh2212a.thISALamm. Lippincott, 1954.
Grades 3+ - 5. The story of migrating storks in Europe and
Africa. When spring comes,;the Hungarian farmer again puts
up a wheel for' they-nest.

Canfield, Dorothy, Undersfpgd Betsy, Holt, 1946. Grades 5 - up.
Betsy who ha,d been,coddled and "understood,,",., by her apnt,is
plunked down-in a Vermont farm and becomes selfi-Tellaht.,

Carlson, Nate I ie, , Harper,,

; , Grades 3-4. Tel Is:what the orphe I i nes do With- the baby ,poy

they find on thar doorstep. -

Carlson, Natalie, ....1e1-...22ylaOrt.Ttle. Harper, 1957. Grades 3-4.
Twenty orphans live outside Paris and their only fear is, the
thought of being adopted. Brigitte gets lost and she must
keep a queen from adopting her.
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Dickent, Charles, Christmas Carol. LikpOnCott. Grades 6 - up.

A ChriStmas story of77-171PWAth century England has delighted

all ages. The miser, ScroOge, finds the true Christmas spirit

through a series of dreams.

EtS; Ma06,11ineiauLtlarier -Vilang,;1959'. Grade' 3.

A story of a'five-yedtdld girl from Mexico City Who is now
old enough to have her own gay 'parties held on the nine

days preceding Christmas.

Lamb, Charles, Tales from Shakespeare. Macmillan, 1950. Grades 6 - up.

Twenty plays'froM Shakespeare which would interest children.

,.They havebeen transposed into prose:

Neville, Emily,'It's Like This Cat. Harper, 1963. Grades 6 - up.

Newbery Medal, 1964.- Dave Mitchell,la_f6kteen-yearold boy
of New York CilY,'adOpts'a stray-tom cat during his neighborhood

.adventures'. The cat' brings hit two new friends, his first girl

and a delinquent, boy.

ShotViell, Louisa R., Roosevelt Grady.. World Pub" 1963. Grades 5 - up.

'Roosevelt Grady is a Negro boy of a migrant crop-worker in the

East. He has the normal' problems of a boy who moves into a

new school and wants friends..

Sferllng, Dorothy, !km :am. 'Doubleday,' 1959..-Grades-, 6 - up.
She is one of the first Negroes to attend the newly integrated

high school. She finally becomes les-6 defensive and builds

some sound relationships with classmates. Deep South.

kildegarde,' The Littid.Red Lighth-ause. 'Harcourt 1942.

Grade: 3. When a bridge with a.powerful light is Completed,
the little red lighthouse feared he wouldn't be needed.

He found land and water traffic needed both. A .sound

filmsrip is available.

:...ggested Chydi-en's Magazines

This ,list may ber:exteilded. Consult your librarian.

Amdrican'Junior Red Gross News Jack and Jill

r'lif 'r----"----------":"---- '' Playmate
Child Life Plays

.

Children's Playmate Wee Wisdom, '
,.

Golden Magazine Wisconsin Tales andliralls

Highlights for Children
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Activities,
dramatization, 37-38
expressive media, 36-37
gamesi'39
independent, 13
oral reading, 36-
sharing, 13
written, 38-39

Audiovisual aids,
films, 43-44
filmstrips., 45-46

purpose of, 42.
records, 47

Bibliographies,

children's annotated, 48-74
professional, 75-77

Conferences, individual,
content, 12-13
objectives, 11

scheduling, 11-12
setting, 11
timing, 11

Evaluation,
children, 34-35
parent, 36
program, 15
teacher, 15, 33-34

Games, 39

Great Books,

standards for selecting, 10

Group sessions, 13

Independent activities,
see activities, independent

Individualized reading,

definition, ii, 1

philosophy, 1-2

INDEX

Interest Inventories, 40-41

Librarian.,

'see roles
see self-selection
see Great Books

Magazines, children's, 74

Materials, 5

Parents,:informing, 6

Planning, preliminary, 6

Program, initiating, 6-7

Reading, definition, 1

Reading level,
how to determine, 11

Records,

children's, 15, 29-31
librarian's, 15 .

teacher's, 14, 21-2E,

Selection, books, 5

Self-selection,
theory, 9-10
three-point guide, 10

Sharing activities,
see activities, sharing

Skills, reading
check lists, 23-28
use of, 14

Teaching experiences,
fourth grade, 19-20
third grade, 16-19

Values, 4


